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Abstract 
 
 Forecasting eruptions using volcano seismology is a subject that affects the lives 
and property of millions of people around the world.  However, there is still much to 
learn about the inner workings of volcanoes and how this relates to the chance of 
eruption.  This dissertation attempts to increase the breadth of knowledge aimed at 
helping to understand when a volcano is likely to erupt and how large that eruption might 
be.  Chapters 2 and 3 focus on a technique that uses changes in the local stress field 
beneath a volcano to determine the source of these changes and help forecast eruptions, 
while Chapter 4 focuses on a technique that shows great potential to be used to image 
magma chambers beneath volcanoes by using receiver functions.   
 In Chapters 2 and 3 the source mechanisms of shallow volcano-tectonic 
earthquakes recorded at Mount St. Helens are investigated by calculating hypocenter 
locations and fault plane solutions (FPS) for shallow earthquakes recorded during two 
eruptive periods (1981-1986 and 2004-2008) and two non-eruptive periods (1987-2004 
and 2008-2011).  FPS show a mixture of normal, reverse, and strike-slip faulting during 
all periods, with a sharp increase in strike-slip faulting observed in 1987-1997 and an 
increase in normal faulting between 1998 and 2004 and again on September 25-29, 2004.  
FPS P-axis orientations (a proxy for σ1) show a ~90° rotation with respect to regional σ1 
(N23°E) during 1981-1986 and 2004-2008, bimodal orientations (~N-S and ~E-W) 
x 
during 1987-2004, and bimodal orientations at ~N-E and ~S-W from 2008-2011.  These 
orientations are believed to be due to pressurization accompanying the shallow intrusion 
and subsequent eruption of magma as domes during 1981-1986 and 2004-2008, and the 
buildup of pore pressure beneath a shallow seismogenic volume during 1987-2004 and 
2008-2011.   
 Chapter 4 presents a study using receiver functions, which show the relative 
response of the Earth beneath a seismometer.  Receiver functions are produced by 
deconvolving the vertical component of a seismogram from the horizontal components.  
The structure of the ground beneath the seismometer can then be inferred from the 
arrivals of P-to-S converted phases.  Receiver functions were computed for the Katmai 
Volcanic Group, Alaska, at two seismic stations (KABU and KAKN) between January 
2005 and July 2011.  Receiver functions from station KABU clearly showed the arrival 
of the direct P-wave and the arrival from the Moho; however, receiver functions from 
station KAKN did not show the arrival from the Moho.  In addition, changes in the 
amplitude and polarity of arrivals on receiver functions suggested that the structure 
beneath both KABU and KAKN was complex.  Station KABU is likely underlain by 
dipping layers and/or anisotropy, while station KAKN may lie over a basin structure, an 
attenuating body, or some other highly complex structure.  However, it is impossible to 
say for certain what the structure is under either station as the azimuthal coverage is poor 
and thus the structure is unable to be modeled. 
 This dissertation also includes a section (Chapter 6) on the assessment of 
spreadsheet-based modules used in two Introductory Physical Geology courses at the 
xi 
University of South Florida (USF).  When faculty at USF began using spreadsheet-based 
modules to help teach students math and geology concepts the students complained that 
they spent more time learning how to use Excel than they did learning the concepts 
presented in the modules.  To determine whether the sharp learning curve for Excel was 
hindering learning we divided the students in two Introductory Physical Geology courses 
into two groups: one group was given a set of modules which instructed them to use 
Excel for all calculations; the other group was simply told to complete the calculations 
but was not instructed what method to use.  The results of the study show that whether or 
not the students used Excel had very little to do with the level of learning they achieved.  
Despite complaints that Excel was hindering their learning, students in the study attained 
high gains for both the math and geology concepts presented in the modules whether they 
used Excel or not.   
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Chapter 1:  Introduction to the Seismology Section 
1.1 Introduction 
 For generations towns and cities have been established near volcanoes, originally 
because the fertile volcanic soil provided ample nutrition for the growth of crops, and 
now due to the explosion of populations around the globe.  This mixture of deadly force 
and large population centers makes a dangerous combination that volcano observatories 
must contend with.  Although forecasting of eruptions has proved successful on multiple 
occasions (e.g., Mount St. Helens, 1980; Mount Pinatubo, 1991; Mount Redoubt, 1989), 
it is still a very complex and difficult task due to the lack of knowledge of the inner 
workings of volcanoes.   
 This dissertation focuses on two of the main questions regarding a restless 
volcano: When will it erupt? And how big will the eruption be?  Accurate forecasts of 
when a volcano will erupt lead to the timely evacuation of people and property from 
areas near the volcano.  Whereas accurate predictions of the size of the eruption help to 
determine the size of the evacuation area and the possible hazards that might be 
associated with the eruption (e.g., small-scale ash or steam plumes versus pyroclastic 
flows or falls).  Both questions are extremely important to answer for a potentially active 
volcano, yet still remain very difficult to answer given our current understanding of 
volcanoes.  This is why studies like those presented in this dissertation are of vital 
importance.  The more we understand about the changes associated with eruptions and 
2 
the location and size of the magma chamber, the better prepared we are to accurately 
forecast both the timing and size of eruptions. 
 Accurately forecasting the timing of an eruption requires the use of many 
different monitoring techniques across several sub-disciplines, such as geodesy, gas 
monitoring, seismology, and thermal monitoring.  The key to a successful forecast lies in 
the abundance of evidence that points to an impending eruption.  However, not all 
volcanoes or eruptions will show changes in the exact same types of phenomena; for 
example, some eruptions are preceded by an increase in the number of volcano-tectonic 
earthquakes (brittle fracturing events, VTs) beneath a volcano, such as at Mount St. 
Helens and Mount Pinatubo (Endo et al., 1996), while Mount Redoubt generally does not 
produce VTs until well into the eruption sequence (Power et al., 1994).  As we do not yet 
understand why certain phenomena precede a volcanic eruption at some volcanoes but 
not others, it is imperative to continue to develop new techniques for forecasting 
eruptions and to use as many techniques as possible when attempting a forecast. 
 Chapters 2 and 3 focus on one technique that can be used to help forecast 
impending eruptions: The stress analysis method tracks changes in the local stress field 
that can help elucidate the processes occurring beneath a volcano. One method used for 
stress analyses is carried out on a volcano using VTs.  VTs are brittle-failure events 
which are often produced as a result of changes in the stress field beneath a volcano 
(Roman and Cashman, 2006).  The motion on a fault which produces a VT can often be 
described by a fault plane solution (FPS, Figure 1.1).  The FPS also shows the P- and T-
axes which are proxies for the maximum (σ1) and minimum (σ3) compressive stresses.  
3 
Thus, by tracking changes in the orientation of the P- and T-axes of the FPS through time 
we can infer the changes in the orientation of the local stress field beneath the volcano 
that may be due to intrusion of magma, changes in fluid circulation, loading/unloading of 
the edifice, or tectonic processes. 
 Chapter 4 focuses on a technique that has the potential to help answer the question 
of how large an eruption could be.  Receiver function analysis has been used in 
traditional seismology for years to determine the structure beneath a seismometer 
(Ammon and Zandt, 1993; Burdick and Langston, 1977; Langston, 1979) and has been 
used at a few volcanoes to image low-velocity zones (LVZ) with good results (Agosinetti 
and Chiarabba, 2008; Martinez-Arevalo et al., 2009).  The technique uses data from a 
three-component seismometer which measures the ground motion in the vertical and two 
horizontal directions.  To compute the receiver function the vertical component is 
deconvolved from the horizontal components, which removes the source signal from the 
horizontal waveforms and leaves only that part of the seismogram which is due to the 
reverberation of the wave along beneath the receiver.  The resulting receiver function is a 
combination of P-to-S converted waves and their multiples that are produced by the 
reverberation of the wave within the structure being sampled (Ammon, 1991) and thus 
the structure below can be inferred using a combination of observation of arrivals and 
modeling.   
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Figure 1.1.  A.  Strike-slip fault plane.  B.  Corresponding strike-slip fault plane solution, 
showing the location P- and T-axes. 
 
1.2. Major findings and conclusions 
 Chapter 2 and 3 focus on the stress analysis technique which shows great 
potential to be included as part of a volcano monitoring toolbox.  Multiple studies have 
already demonstrated how this technique can be used to identify when magma is intruded 
into a system by looking for ~90° rotations in the local stress field (Soufriere Hills 
Volcano, Montserrat, Roman et al., 2006 and Roman et al., 2008; Mount Spurr, and 
Redoubt volcano, Alaska, Roman et al., 2004; and Gardine and Roman, 2010; 
respectively; and Mount Etna, Italy, Cocina et al., 1998).  In addition, the studies 
presented in Chapter 2 and 3 also show that ~90° rotations in the stress field at MSH 
were observed during eruptive periods (1981-1986 and 2004-2008 dome building 
eruptions).  However, the stress analysis technique can only be used when the 
background stress state of the volcano is known.  An assumption can be made that the 
background stress field is aligned with the regional stress field (as was done in Chapters 2 
and 3); however, to be certain it is best to measure the background stress field at a 
volcano during a time of quiescence.  This means that quiet volcanoes also need to be 
A. 
B. 
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monitored, a task which requires more money and manpower.  The benefits of knowing 
the background stress field before an eruption begins, however, means that the stress 
analysis technique can be easily employed and even automated (calculation of FPS and 
tracking of P- and T-axes is easily done by a computer). 
 Another caveat when studying changes in the local stress field under volcanoes is 
that intruding magma is not the only thing that will produce changes in the local stress 
field.  As has been shown by Waite and Smith (2002), Denlinger et al. (2010), and in the 
study presented in Chapter 3, changes in the orientation of stress fields can also appear 
along with changes in pore pressure.  However, changes in stress field orientation after a 
change in pore pressure is still poorly understood, as evidenced by all three of the above-
referenced studies which have shown different degrees of rotation observed after pore 
pressure changes.  Most intriguing is the ~90° rotation seen at Yellowstone Caldera by 
Waite and Smith (2002), which would be indistinguishable from the ~90° rotations 
produced by intruding magma.  In addition, Denlinger et al. (2010) showed ~10° 
rotations in the local stress field due to increased pumping of wells, while pore pressure 
increases beneath MSH produced a multi-axis stress field that was neither 90° rotated nor 
aligned with the presumed background stress field.  It is therefore imperative that the 
effects of pore pressure changes on stress fields be studied further. 
 From the receiver function study discussed in Chapter 4 a few things are clear: the 
structure underneath stations KABU and KAKN is complex; good azimuthal coverage is 
the key to the success or failure of a receiver function study; and the more stations (and 
teleseisms) the better.  The study presented in Chapter 4 shows that the structure 
6 
underneath station KABU likely contains dipping layers and/or anisotropy; however, the 
poor azimuthal coverage makes it impossible to tell for sure.  The results from station 
KAKN show that despite a good number of events, receiver functions show no Moho 
arrival, which could be due to structural complexity beneath the station, a basin structure 
which can mask the Moho arrival, or proximity to an attenuating body.  These results 
highlight the need for good station placement and coverage.  Having a good plan for 
where to place seismometers (e.g., near to the suspected magma body, but far from 
structures that may mask arrivals) and placing a larger network of seismometers makes it 
more likely to have high-quality data and be able to image the underground structure in 
more detail (e.g., in either 2D or 3D).  In addition, as is usual with any study (particularly 
seismology studies), the more data available the more likely it is to obtain good, high-
quality result, and thus having a long study period (years or more) is needed to record as 
many teleseisms as possible.  Overall, both the stress analysis and receiver function 
techniques show great promise in answering questions about the timing and possible size 
of eruptions, and with further study they will prove to be valuable resources for volcano 
monitoring as well as for increasing our understanding of the inner workings of 
volcanoes. 
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Chapter 2: Temporal Changes in Stress Preceding the 2004-2008 Eruption of 
Mount St. Helens, Washington 
 
Note to Reader 
 Portions of these results have been previously published (Lehto et al., 2010) and 
are utilized with permission of the publisher.  This study had multiple authors, who 
provided guidance and advice during data analysis and reviews and comments of the 
prepared manuscript, and is included with their permission. 
 
2.1.  Background and Motivation 
     Significant seismic activity has been observed at Mount St. Helens (MSH), 
Washington, USA, during both non-eruptive and eruptive periods since multi-station 
seismic monitoring began in 1980 (Moran et al., 2008).  Seismicity at MSH has been 
monitored since 1980 by a dense (14-20 stations) network of single-component, short-
period seismometers (Figure 2.1). Shallow (<3 km depth; all depths are referenced to a 
datum of 2.2 km ASL, the altitude of the highest MSH seismic station (Thelen et al., 
2008)) seismicity at MSH prior to the 2004-2008 unrest has been characterized by 
swarms recorded during dome-building and phreatic events from 1980-1986, and a 
continuously active cluster of seismicity located at ~3 km depth between mid-1987 to 
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September 2004 (Figure 4 of Moran et al., 2008). Swarms of deeper events have occurred 
in 1980, 1987-1992, 1996, 1998, and 2002 (Moran et al., 2008). 
     Unrest preceding the 2004-2008 eruption at MSH began on September 23, 2004, with 
a swarm of shallow volcanotectonic earthquakes (VTs, which have dominant frequencies 
> 5Hz and clear P- and S-waves; Lahr et al., 1994; Moran et al., 2008) accompanied by 
deeper (~5-12 km depth) deflation of the volcano (Dzurisin et al., 2008; Lisowski et al., 
2008). Precursory VTs recorded on September 23 are located at a depth of 2 km using the 
1-D velocity model of Thelen et al. (2008), indicating a sudden ~1 km upward shift in the 
depths of hypocenters at the onset of unrest. The rate of VTs increased through 
September 23, reached a maximum on September 24, and then declined early on 
September 25 (Moran et al., 2008). The first long period events (LP, which have 
dominant frequencies < 5Hz and emergent waveforms; Lahr et al., 1994) were observed 
on September 25, and a gradual transition from mostly VTs to a mix of hybrid events 
(which have high-frequency onsets and low-frequency codas; Lahr et al., 1994) and LP 
events occurred between September 25 and October 5 (Moran et al., 2008). This decrease 
in VT activity and concurrent increase in the number of LP and hybrid events likely 
marks the complete formation of the fault structure accommodating magmatic intrusion 
and extrusion. The first phreatic explosion occurred on October 1, 2004, followed by the 
extrusion of dacite lava beginning on October 11 and continued through January 2008. 
     Analyses of VT fault-plane solutions (FPS) have been used to investigate systematic 
changes in the orientation of the local stress field at MSH (e.g., Barker and Malone, 
1991; Moran, 1994; Musumeci et al., 2002) as well as at other restless volcanoes (e.g., 
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Roman and Cashman, 2006). Such studies frequently reveal ~90º changes in the 
orientation of the principal stress axes that appear to reflect magma intrusion (e.g., 
Roman and Cashman, 2006, and references therein). The ~90º rotation of the stress field 
is believed to result from the inflation of a magma-filled dike as it ascends through the 
brittle crust (Figure 2.2).  In this model, a dike inflates in the direction of regional or 
background minimum compression (σ3), inducing a local stress field in which local 
maximum compression is orientated perpendicular to regional or background maximum 
 
Figure 2.1.  Location and station maps.  Top: Location of Mount St. Helens (black 
triangle) in the State of Washington, USA. Bottom: Location of MSH seismic stations 
(black diamonds). Note that station ASR is located due east off the map. Station SEP 
marks the summit of the 1980-1986 dome at MSH. Contour interval 1,000 m.  Black box 
shows the limits of maps in Figure 4. 
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compression (σ1).  Stresses from dike inflation produce VTs with FPS whose orientations 
reflect a local stress field that is rotated by ~90º compared to the regional or background 
stress field. Previously published analyses of FPS for mid-crustal (5-12 km deep) VTs 
recorded at MSH between 1980-1998 have demonstrated ~90º horizontal rotations (with 
respect to a regional stress field with the σ1 axis at an azimuth of N23°E (plunge of 0°) 
and the σ3 axis at an azimuth of N67°W° (plunge of 0°) (Ma 1991)) immediately 
following the May 18, 1980, and June 13, 1980, eruptions (Barker and Malone,1991) and 
in 1987-92 during a period of renewed magma intrusion following the end of the 1980-86 
eruption cycle (Moran, 1994). Musumeci et al. (2002) also found that P-axis orientations 
for VTs located at depths of 3-11 km in 1995-98 suggested a heterogeneous stress field, 
which they interpret as being consistent with continued magma intrusion into a system of 
dikes.  
     Here we present a detailed comparative analysis of FPS for shallow VTs recorded 
during a quiescent  (background) period (January 1999 through July 2004) and during the 
early vent-clearing phase of the 2004-2008 eruption (September 23-29, 2004). Our aim is 
to determine whether systematic changes in the shallow stress field were observable prior 
to the 2004-2008 eruption of MSH, which was preceded by only ~1 week of unrest. 
Previous studies of changes in the orientation of the stress field at MSH have focused on 
deep seismicity; this is the first study to explore the shallow stress field beneath MSH.  
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of A.  The geometric relationship between regional or background 
stress field orientation, regional or background earthquake FPS orientation, and preferred 
dike orientation and B. The geometric relationship of a dike-inflation-induced stress field 
and VT FPS orientations to the orientation of the regional or background stress field and 
regional or background FPS (Roman and Cashman, 2006).  See text for additional 
explanation. 
 
2.2.  Analytical Approach 
     VT P-wave arrival times and first-motion polarities were repicked and VTs were 
relocated using HYP (Lienart and Havskov, 1995) and the 1-D velocity model of Thelen 
et al. (2008).  Double-couple FPS were assumed for all VTs as only vertical component 
stations were in place on MSH during the time periods used in this study. However, VTs 
can have an isotropic component (e.g., Miller et al., 1998) that is consistent with a non-
double-couple FPS which also fits the observed polarity data, though due the presence of 
only single-component stations we are unable to verify this. FPS were calculated using 
FPFIT (Reasenberg and Oppenheimer, 1985) for all well-located VTs (defined as those 
with locations having an azimuthal gap < 135°, RMS < 0.2 s, and horizontal location and 
depth errors < 1.5 km and a minimum of eight clear first-motion polarities). S-wave 
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arrivals were not picked during this study as the network contains only vertical-
component stations and incorrect S-wave picks have been shown to have a detrimental 
effect on hypocenter locations (Gomberg et al., 1990), particularly for shallow 
earthquakes where the S-wave may be obscured by the P-wave coda. For this reason our 
location errors are slightly larger than those of Thelen et al. (2008). However, our 
hypocenter locations occupy approximately the same volume as those of Thelen et al., 
(2008). Calculated FPS were included in subsequent analyses only if they were well-
constrained, which we define as having ≤ 1 misfit polarities; STDR (station distribution 
ratio, a measure of how close polarities are to a nodal plane, Gephart, 1990) > 0.4; strike, 
dip, and rake uncertainties < 25°; and a unique solution. These were the minimum quality 
criteria; the average quality measures for FPS are discussed below. To test the sensitivity 
of calculated FPS to horizontal and depth location errors, we fixed locations at either ± 
vertical error or ±  horizontal error relative to the calculated location and recomputed the 
FPS for all VTs. We found that the P-axis orientations and sense of faulting did not 
change significantly when the FPS were recomputed at these modified locations 
representing the extremes of the error ellipsoid. All FPS were categorized by faulting 
type on the basis of P- and T-axis dips. We define a 'normal faulting event' as any event 
with a P-axis dip greater than 45°, a 'reverse faulting event' as any event with a P-axis dip 
less than 45° and T-axis dip greater than 45°, and a 'strike-slip event' with both P- and if 
the T-axis dips less than 45°. Nearly all FPS have some component of oblique slip 
(Figure A1-2). 
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     We determined best-fit and 95% confidence stress-tensor orientations for temporal 
subgroups of FPS using the FMSI method of Gephart (1990). FMSI calculates the best-fit 
stress tensor by minimizing the average misfit (in degrees) of the nodal planes of the 
input FPS to the modeled stress tensor. The best-fit stress tensors were calculated using 
multiple starting models to check stability, and the results of each inversion were used as 
the starting model for subsequent inversions until the solution converged. 
2.3.  Results 
     From the 2,583 VT events recorded by the Pacific Northwest Seismic Network 
(PNSN) at MSH during the background period, we selected all VTs with magnitudes of 
MD = 0.5-2.3, azimuthal gaps ≤ 135°, closest station < 1 km (horizontally), and a 
minimum of eight phase readings. From this set of 168 VTs, we were able to determine 
136 well-located hypocenter locations (Figure 2.3a and 2.4a-b) and 47 well-constrained 
FPS (Figure A1). Hypocenter locations for events with well-constrained FPS had an 
average horizontal error of 0.52 km, an average vertical error of 0.59 km, an average 
RMS of 0.07 s, an average azimuthal gap of 80°, and were located beneath the crater at 
depths of 0-1 km (Figure 2.3a and 2.4a-b). Faulting during the background period was 
dominantly normal and strike-slip, with few reverse events (7% of total events, Figure 
2.3a,c). The best-fit stress tensor for the background period indicates a sub-horizontal σ1 
(plunge of 16°) trending N59°E (Figure 2.5a), 36
o
 east of the regional σ1 orientation (Ma, 
1991). The average misfit for this solution is 5.81°. The sub-horizontal orientation of σ1 
for the background period reflects the significant strike-slip component in most FPS for 
this period (Figure A1). 
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 From 576 VT events recorded by the PNSN at MSH during the early vent-
clearing period (September 23-29, 2004), we selected all VTs with magnitudes of MD = -
0.9-2.7, azimuthal gaps ≤ 135°, closest station < 1 km, and a minimum of eight phase 
readings. From this initial set of 563 VTs, we were able to calculate well-located 
hypocenters for 434 VTs (Figure 2.3b and 2.4c-d), and a total of 125 well-constrained 
FPS. Hypocenter locations for events with well-constrained FPS had an average 
horizontal location error of 0.61 km, an average vertical location error of 0.87 km, an 
average RMS of 0.09 s, and an average azimuthal gap of 92°. Faulting on September 23 
was primarily normal (Figure 2.3b-c); however, we were only able to calculate four well-
constrained FPS for this date (reflecting the relatively small magnitude of September 23 
VTs). Normal faulting was minimal on September 24, which was characterized by a mix 
of reverse and strike-slip faulting, but increased on September 25 along with continued 
reverse and strike-slip faulting (Figure 2.3b-c). FPS for September 26-29 also indicate a 
mixture of normal, reverse, and strike-slip faulting events (Figure 2.3b-c).  
 We first performed a stress-tensor inversion using all 125 FPS from the early 
vent-clearing phase, and found a best-fitting stress tensor with a high average misfit of 
12.17°. We then searched for temporal subgroupings of the early vent-clearing phase FPS 
which resulted in lower average misfits to the best-fit stress tensors and which were also 
stable with respect to different starting models. This analysis produced three temporal 
subgroups of 27 FPS from September 24 (Figure 2.5b), 61 FPS from September 25 
(Figure 2.5c), and 33 FPS (eight of which belong to a single family of events with similar 
waveforms) from September 26-29 (Figure 2.5d). The average misfits to the best-fit 
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stress tensors for September 24, September 25, and September 26-29 are 9.04°, 10.43°, 
and 8.45°, respectively. The orientation of σ1 on September 24 was horizontal (plunge of 
0°) and oriented N51°W (Figure 2.5b), rotated ~90° sub-horizontally from background σ1 
(Figure 2.5a). On September 25 the orientation of σ1 was sub-horizontal (plunge of 7°) 
and oriented N46°E (Figure 2.5c). From September 26-29, σ1 was horizontal (plunge of 
0°) and oriented N63°E (Figure 2.5d). We note that the September 24 σ1 orientation is 
significantly different from that of the background period (Figure 2.5a-b), whereas the 
September 25 and 26-29 σ1 orientations are sub-parallel to background σ1 (Figure 2.5a,c-
d). Despite the relatively high misfits, observed changes in σ1 orientation between the 
background period and September 24, and September 24 and September 25 are robust 
(i.e., the 95% confidence intervals do not overlap; Figure 2.5). 
2.4.  Discussion 
     We have presented evidence that the local shallow stress field orientation at MSH 
changed significantly during the first days of seismic unrest preceding the onset of the 
2004 eruption. Other studies (e.g., Lisowski et al., 2008; Dzurisin et al., 2008; Thelen et 
al., 2008; Moran et al., 2008) have demonstrated that shallow magma intrusion at MSH 
had begun by September 23, thus we infer that magma intrusion was the primary cause of 
the observed stress field changes. Because of the lack of deep precursory seismicity in 
2004, we make no attempt here to explain the deeper origin of the magma intruded into 
the seismogenic volume at ~0-1 km depth during the 2004 vent-clearing phase; however, 
we note that deep deflation observed at the closest GPS station, 9 km north-northwest of 
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MSH, on September 23 (Dzurisin et al., 2008) indicates concurrent mobilization of both 
shallow and deep magma at the onset of precursory unrest.  
 
Figure 2.3. A. Time-depth plot of hypocenters for all well-located VTs (black crosses) 
and for well-located VTs with well-constrained FPS (gray circles) for the background 
period. For a broader view of the seismicity recorded during the background period, 
including events below 1 km depth, see Moran et al., 2008. B. Time-depth plot of 
hypocenters for all well-located VTs and for those with well-constrained FPS for the 
vent-clearing phase, September 23 through September 29, 2004. C. Histograms of 
faulting types as defined in text. Note the sharp decrease in normal faulting on September 
24 and its reappearance on September 25. Percentages of faulting type for each time 
period are also shown (e.g., Sept 23 shows normal faulting is 100% of four total events). 
Also note that the background period covers a time span of ~5 years, while the vent-
clearing period covers a time span of seven days.  All depths are relative to a datum of 
2.2 km ASL. 
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Figure 2.4.  Hypocenter location maps and cross sections for events with well-constrained 
FPS.  A.  Map of background period events.  B.  Cross section of background period 
showing events located in this study.  C.  Map of vent-clearing period showing events.  
D.  Cross section for vent-clearing period showing events. Dashed gray outline in (D) 
represents approximately boundary of locations from Thelen et al (2008) for the same 
time period.  Note that the cross section given is along the black line in map views.  MSH 
DEM from National Elevation Dataset (www.ned.usgs.gov). 
 
     We propose the following sequence of events (illustrated in Figure 2.6) to explain our 
observations for the vent-clearing phase in the context of previously published 
observations of the 2004 precursory seismicity (e.g., Thelen et al., 2008 and Moran et al., 
2008): On September 23 shallow upward magma migration created a zone of extension in 
a seismogenic volume located at ~0-1 km depth. The zone of induced extension was due 
either to a propagating dike (e.g., Rubin and Pollard, 1988; Bonafede and Danesi, 1997) 
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or doming of shallow layers of rock (e.g., Parker and McDowell, 1955), and resulted in 
an increase in the rate of VTs with oblique-normal faulting mechanisms (Figure 2.6a). On 
September 24 a NE-SW-oriented vertical dike hosting the intruded magma inflated in the 
direction of background σ3 (Figure 2.5a) producing an ephemeral local stress field 
characterized by a ~90° rotated σ1 axis (e.g, Roman and Cashman, 2006) (Figure 2.5b). 
The ephemeral stress field induced strike-slip and reverse-faulting as it displaced rock 
horizontally in the shallow subsurface (Figure 2.6b). It is possible that the ascending 
magma stalled on September 24 due to impingement upon a more resistant plug of older 
dome material, as suggested by the decrease in seismicity late September 24 and by the 
absence of significant normal faulting on September 24. On September 25, the dike again 
began to propagate upwards through the seismogenic volume, as indicated by the 
renewed occurrence of normal faulting and the return of σ1 to a predominantly NE-SW 
orientation (reflecting a concurrent increase in vertical pressure and decrease in 
horizontal pressure in the dike), the shallowing of VT hypocenters (Thelen et al., 2008), 
the decrease in VT P-wave arrival time differences (Moran et al., 2008), and the 
appearance of the first LP events (Figure 2.6c). Finally, magma ascent continued on 
September 26-29 as the dike approached the upper boundary of the seismogenic volume, 
and σ1 remained in a NE-SW orientation (Figure 2.6d, similar to Figure 2.6c). Stress 
conditions on September 26-29 appear to have been similar to those on September 25; 
our results suggest that the positions of σ2 and σ3 may have reversed on September 26-29, 
but this cannot be fully resolved with available data. The precursory sequence culminated 
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on October 1, when heat from the rising magma interacted with the shallow hydrothermal 
system to produce the first phreatic explosion of the 2004-2008 eruption. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5. Best-fit (white symbols) and 95% confidence (gray symbols) stress tensors 
for, A. the background period, B. September 24, C. September 25, and D. September 26-
29. Note the well-resolved change in orientation of σ1 from period to period. N is the 
number of FPS used to calculate the tensor and F is the average misfit to the best-fit 
tensor.  Gray arrows in B-D represent the azimuth of σ1 during the background period 
(5A) for reference. 
 
     In the above model, intrusion and inflation of a NE-SW-oriented dike is proposed as 
the cause of stress field changes observed during the vent-clearing phase. Other authors 
(Dzurisin et al.(2008) and Pallister et al. (2008)) have proposed that the vent-clearing 
phase initially involved extrusion of older 1980-86 magma, based on the observation that 
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samples recovered from the crater floor on October 20 and 27, 2004, have a similar 
chemical composition to 1985 and 1986 magmas and therefore may have come from an 
extruded plug (Pallister et al., 2008). Our model is consistent with the extrusion of older 
material from the vent during the initial vent-clearing phase (Figure 2.6a); however, 
observed strike-slip and reverse faulting events indicate that new magma also displaced 
shallow rock horizontally as early as September 24.  
2.5.  Summary and Conclusions 
 Analysis of FPS from the VT swarm immediately preceding the 2004-2008 
eruption of MSH indicates that magma migration in the shallow subsurface significantly 
affected the type of faulting and shallow stress field orientation during the early vent-
clearing phase. The orientation of σ1 beneath MSH was sub-horizontal for all periods but 
changed from a NE-SW orientation during the background period, to a NW-SE 
orientation on September 24, and back to a NE-SW orientation on September 25-29. In 
addition, we found dominantly normal faulting during the background period and on 
September 23, a cessation of normal faulting in favor of a mixture of reverse and strike-
slip faulting on September 24, and the re-emergence of normal faulting along with 
reverse and strike slip faulting on September 25. The VT FPS data are best explained by 
the intrusion and inflation of a NE-SW-oriented dike into a seismogenic volume located 
at ~0-1 km depth. It is likely that future episodes of shallow dike intrusion preceding 
eruption at MSH will result in ~90° sub-horizontal rotations of the local σ1 axis similar to 
that observed on September 24, 2004. 
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Figure 2.6. Proposed model of intrusion and inflation of a magma-filled dike into the 
shallow subsurface during the vent-clearing phase shown in both cross-section and map 
view for A. September 23, 2004; B. September 24, 2004; C. September 25, 2004; and D. 
September 26-29, 2004. Gray arrows represent either upward movement (vertical arrows) 
or inflation/deflation (horizontal arrows) of the dike, while black arrows show orientation 
of maximum compression. N, R, and SS stand for normal faulting, reverse faulting, and 
strike-slip faulting events, respectively.  Dots labeled P and T represent the positions of 
the P- and T-axes, respectively.  Dashed box represents the approximate location of the 
seismogenic volume hosting the VT events analyzed in this study.   Lower hemisphere 
projections of focal mechanisms shown are schematic and do not necessarily reflect the 
exact hypocenter locations or FPS orientation. See Discussion section for a detailed 
explanation of the model. 
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Chapter 3: Source mechanisms of persistent shallow earthquakes during 
eruptive and non-eruptive periods between 1981 and 2011 at Mount St. 
Helens, Washington 
Note to Reader 
 This study had multiple authors, who provided guidance and advice during data 
analysis and reviews and comments of the prepared manuscript, and is included with their 
permission. 
 
3.1.  Introduction 
 Mount St. Helens (MSH; Figure 1) has been monitored by a dense seismic 
network since 1980, a time-period spanning over thirty years. During this time MSH has 
experienced two eruptive (1980-86 and 2004-2008) and non-eruptive periods (1987-
2004, 2008-2011). Few stratovolcanoes have such long monitoring time histories that 
span eruptive & non-eruptive time periods. Those that do often show elevated levels of 
seismic activity during non-eruptive time periods, with up to a few earthquakes per day 
(McNutt, 2000).  Examples include Redoubt Volcano, Alaska, (1989-2009, Power et al., 
in review) and Augustine Volcano, Alaska, (1986-2006, Power et al., 2010), where 20-
year-long inter-eruptive periods were characterized by elevated levels of seismic activity 
(~5-10 events per week).  Like Redoubt and Augustine volcanoes, Mount St. Helens, 
Washington (MSH, Figure 3.1), had elevated levels of seismic activity (~5-10 events per 
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week) during a 17-year-long inter-eruptive period from 1987-2004.  In the case of MSH, 
the elevated rate of non-eruptive seismicity is likely related to post-eruptive processes 
and/or slow recharge of the magmatic system (Barker and Malone, 1991; Mastin, 1994; 
Moran, 1994; Musumeci et al., 2000).   It is therefore imperative for accurate future 
assessment of eruption likelihood that we understand the source processes behind the 
persistent and elevated background seismicity at MSH. 
 One means of investigating the source processes behind the persistent, elevated 
VT seismicity recorded at MSH involves examining how fault plane solutions (FPS) vary 
over time.  Changes in the orientation of maximum compressive stress (σ1) have been 
observed at a number of volcanoes worldwide prior to eruptions (Soufriere Hills 
Volcano, Montserrat, Roman et al., 2006 and Roman et al., 2008; Mount Spurr, and 
Redoubt volcano, Alaska, Roman et al., 2004; and Gardine and Roman, 2010; 
respectively; and Mount Etna, Italy, Cocina et al., 1998), and most studies link this 
rotation to magmatic activity.  In this study we compute FPS for shallow VTs (0-3 km 
depth, relative to a datum of 2.2 km ASL) from 1981-2004 and 2008-2011 to 
complement previous studies that have focused on deeper seismicity (4-20 km, Barker 
and Malone, 1991; Musumeci et al., 2002; Moran, 1994) or shallow seismicity for the 
early vent clearing phase of the 2004-2008 eruption (Lehto et al., 2010).  We use the 
resultant FPS along with relocated hypocenters to constrain models for generation of 
shallow VTs so as to better understand how these earthquakes relate to the eruptive cycle 
at MSH. 
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3.2.  Background 
 Shortly after the May 18, 1980, Plinian eruption, MSH entered an extended period 
of sporadic dome-building eruptions in which 0.074
 
km
3 
of magma was erupted in 
discrete eruptive episodes between 1981 and 1986 (Brantley and Myers, 2000).  After an 
almost 18-year period without eruption, dome-building recommenced in September 2004 
with a continuous dacitic lava-dome-building eruption (Scott et al., 2008) that produced a 
new dome complex with a total volume of 0.0917 km
3 
(not dense-rock equivalent) by 
early 2008 (Steve Schilling, personal communication, 2012).   
 MSH seismicity has been monitored at a basic level since 1972, when the first 
seismic station was installed by the Pacific Northwest Seismic Network (PNSN).  A 
multi-station short-period network was installed in March-April of 1980 in response to 
the 1980 MSH precursory sequence and eruption, and was slightly expanded in response 
to the 2004 eruption to its current configuration of 19 stations within 20 km of MSH 
(Table 3.1, Figure 3.1) (Moran et al., 2008).  Stations located within the crater, which are 
particularly critical for depth control but which are also more susceptible to damage, have 
changed in number and location since 1981. However, at least one station has operated 
within the crater since 1981.   
 Seismicity at MSH is primarily located at shallow depths (0-3 km), with swarms 
of deeper earthquakes occurring in 1980, 1982, 1987-1992, 1996, 1998, and 2002 (Moran 
et al., 2008) as can be seen in Figure 3.2a.  An apparent shallowing of hypocenters during 
eruptive periods (1981-1986 and 2004-2008), as noted by Lehto et al. (2010) for 2004-
2008, can also be seen, with events during eruptive periods mostly occurring at depths 
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less than 1 km.  Several previous studies of VT earthquakes at MSH have focused on the 
deep stress field.  Barker and Malone (1991) found a predominantly N-S orientation P-
axes of deep earthquakes following the 1980 Plinian eruption at MSH. In contrast, Moran 
(1994) showed that P-axes of 1987-1992 deep earthquakes were oriented approximately 
E-W in contrast to the regional stress-field orientation (N23°E; Ma et al., 1991), which he 
attributed to the repressurization of the magmatic system.  Musumeci et al. (2000) found 
a heterogeneous stress field for 1995-1998 deep earthquakes, which they attributed to 
intrusion of magma-filled dikes at multiple orientations.  The shallow stress field during 
the early vent-clearing phase of the 2004-2008 eruption was studied by Lehto et al. 
(2010) and found to be rotated by ~90° from regional σ1 several days before the first 
explosion, suggesting magma movement in the shallow subsurface.  The change in the 
shallow stress field observed during the early vent-clearing phase of the 2004-2008 
eruption motivates the present study, in which we aim to determine whether changes in 
the shallow stress field occurred during other periods at MSH. 
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Table 3.1.  Station installation and removal/destruction dates for all stations used in this 
study.  Note that at least one crater station (*) was operational during the entire study 
period except for a four day period in June 1981, a three year period from September 
1981 to September 1984, and a two month period from October 1986 to December 1986. 
Station  
Date 
Installed 
Date 
Removed or 
Destroyed Station  
Date 
Installed 
Date Removed 
or Destroyed 
ASH* 05/13/81 06/26/81 JUN 03/01/80 N/A 
ASR 07/13/82 N/A JRO 10/01/04 09/2006 
AUG 10/17/81 N/A KOS 05/01/81 N/A 
B201 09/12/07 N/A LMW 06/01/75 N/A 
B202 07/25/07 N/A LO2 01/01/80 N/A 
B203 07/18/07 N/A LVP 04/01/80 N/A 
B204 08/01/07 N/A MTM 03/01/80 N/A 
CDF 03/30/80 N/A NED* 11/01/04 N/A 
CMM 04/09/80 10/02/04 NSP* 10/01/85 08/31/86 
CMW 06/07/86 N/A REM* 01/01/87 12/31/97 
COW 03/27/80 04/10/89 SEP* 09/01/97 N/A 
DIG 05/21/85 10/29/85 SHW 10/25/72 N/A 
DIO* 08/01/86 10/16/86 SOS 01/01/80 N/A 
EDM 06/01/80 N/A STD 05/14/82 N/A 
ELK 05/01/80 N/A SUG 03/09/05 08/07/09 
FL2 12/01/80 N/A SWFL* 10/10/06 N/A 
FMW 09/01/72 N/A TDL 11/12/83 N/A 
GOA* 07/01/81 09/30/81 VALT* 09/23/06 N/A 
HSR 08/01/85 N/A YEL 09/30/81 08/30/07 
* Crater stations         
 
3.3.  Methods 
 For this study we repicked and relocated 2,767 VT earthquakes from the PNSN 
catalog recorded between 1981-2011 (excluding events from September 2004 to January 
2008), including events with catalog depths  of ≤ 3 km (relative to a datum of 2.2 km 
ASL), MD ≥ -0.9 (coda magnitude), azimuthal gap ≤ 150°, and nearest station ≤ 1 km 
from the epicenter.  We relocated all VT events using HYP (Lienart and Havskov, 1995) 
and the velocity model of Thelen et al. (2008), and selected events for fault plane solution 
(FPS) analysis only if they had azimuthal gaps < 150°, an RMS < 0.2 s, and horizontal 
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location and depth errors < 1.5 km.  FPS were determined using FPFIT (Reasenberg and 
Oppenheimer, 1985) and included in further analysis only if they had a minimum of 
seven clear first-motion polarities, no misfit polarities, STDR > 0.4 (station distribution 
ratio, a measure of how close polarities are to a nodal plane, Gephart, 1990), strike, dip, 
and rake uncertainty < 25°, and a unique solution.  To determine the sensitivity of FPS to 
horizontal and depth location errors, hypocenters were fixed at ± vertical error or ± 
horizontal error and FPS re-calculated. We found no significant changes in either the P-
axis orientations or sense of faulting when the FPS were re-calculated at the modified 
locations.  We then classified all well-constrained FPS based on P- and T-axis 
orientation: FPS with a P-axis dip > 45° were deemed  normal-faulting events, while FPS 
with P-axis dips <  45° and T-axis dips > 45° were considered reverse-faulting events, 
and FPS with P-axis and  T-axis dips < 45° were classified as strike-slip faulting events.   
 
Figure 3.1.  Map of station locations for 
crater stations (inset, bottom) and larger 
network and location map (inset, top).  
Dates of network changes can be found in 
Table 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
3.4.  Results 
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 From the initial population of 2,767 events, we calculated 1,514 hypocenter 
locations which met the second set of quality criteria described above.  From these events 
we then calculated 390 well-constrained FPS.  We attribute the low ratio of well-
constrained FPS to high-quality hypocenter locations to station outages between 1981-
1986 and the preponderance of small-magnitude events between 1987-2004.  Hypocenter 
locations for earthquakes with well-constrained FPS had an average RMS of 0.09 s, 
azimuthal gap of 87°, horizontal error of 0.63 km, and depth error of 0.86 km.    All three 
faulting types are present throughout the entire study period (Figure 3.2b); however, we 
note an apparent increase in strike-slip faulting events in 1991 (Figure 3.2c and 3.2d) and 
normal faulting events in 1998 (Figure 3.2c and 3.2d).  The rate of reverse faulting events 
was steady and low throughout our study period.   
 We next divide the 1981-2011 time period into five periods based on changes in 
eruptive activity, depth of seismicity, and/or changes in faulting type (Figure 3.2).  Period 
I encompasses the 1981-1986 dome-building eruptions, with seismicity mostly at or 
above 1 km depth (Figure 3.2a).  Period II extends from 1987-1997, encompassing the 
first 11 years of the 1987-2004 non-eruptive period, and Period III (1998-2004) covers 
the remaining 6 years. Earthquakes during Periods II and III occurred primarily at or 
below 1 km; however, the number of normal-faulting events increased significantly 
during Period III (Figure 3.2b).   Period IV covers the dome-building eruption from 2004-
2008, when seismicity was mostly at or above 1 km depth.  Period V encompasses the 
first three years following the 2004-2008 eruption, and, like Periods II and III, is 
characterized by earthquakes occurring primarily at or below 1 km depth.  Fault-plane 
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solutions for earthquakes recorded during the vent-clearing phase of the 2004-2008 
eruption were analyzed in detail by Lehto et al. (2010), the results of which are 
reproduced here to provide a more complete seismic history.  Seismicity during the rest 
of the 2004-2008 eruption included very few VT events (Moran et al., 2008).  Though we 
believe these Periods best reflect the available observations, it is also possible that there 
are small-scale changes in the stress field orientation and seismic record that are unable to 
be seen on the timescale of the available data.   
 Plots of P-axis orientations (an approximation for the orientation of σ1) by period 
(Figure 3.3) show that subhorizontal P-axes during Periods I  and IV (eruptive periods) 
are primarily oriented NW-SE, approximately 90° from regional σ1 (N23°E, Ma et al., 
1991), while subhorizontal P axes during Period II are primarily oriented ~N-S or ~E-W.  
P axes from Period III have a more complex pattern; rose diagrams show multiple trends 
oriented ~E-W and ~NE-SW, and stereonets show a large swath of orientations in the 
NE-SW quadrants (Figure 3.3).  In addition, Period III contains many normal faulting 
events (Figures 3.2 and 3.3).  P-axis orientations during Period V show multiple trends 
oriented ~N-S and ~E-W, similar to Period II.  However, this period is characterized by a 
small number of FPS (25 total, 19 with P-axes < 45°) compared to other periods, which 
may be insufficient to constrain P-axis orientation trends.   
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Figure 3.2.  Plots of time versus depth for all events from the PNSN catalog (A) and for 
events used in this study (B), time versus cumulative number of events (C), and 
histogram of number of events per Period (D).  For plots A, B, and C the vertical black 
lines show the breaks used for Periods I (1981-1986), II (1987-1997), III (1998-2004), IV 
(2004-2008), and V (2008-2011).  Areas with gray backgrounds are eruptive times while 
areas with white backgrounds are non-eruptive times.  A) Time/depth plot of all PNSN 
hypocenter locations (including hybrid, VT, and low frequency events) relocated using 
the velocity model of Thelen et al., (2008).  Gray horizontal arrow indicates the depth of 
the ~1 km seismic cap.  Seismicity during eruptions (Periods I and IV) is often at or 
above this cap, while seismicity during non-eruptive times tends to be at or below the cap 
(Periods II, III, and V).  Note the deeper seismic swarms that occurred in 1989-1991, 
1995, 1998, and 2001.  B) Time/depth plot of high-quality hypocenter locations and well-
constrained FPS analyzed in this study.  Note the increase in strike-slip faulting (black 
vertical arrow labelled SS) and normal faulting (black vertical arrow labelled N).  C)  Plot 
of cumulative number of events by faulting type.  The difference in the rate of different 
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Figure 3.2 continued.  faulting types is evident in this plot.  Reverse faulting remains low 
and steady throughout the study period; however, note the increase in strike-slip faulting 
in 1991 (black vertical arrow labelled SS) and the sharp increase in normal faulting in 
1998 (black vertical arrow labelled N).  Very sharp increases in all faulting types are 
observed in 2004 in relation to the beginning of the 2004-2008 dome-building eruption.   
D)   Histogram of events by faulting type showing the increase in strike-slip faulting 
events during Period II and the increase in normal faulting events seen in Period III.  This 
plot also highlights the very low number of events for Period V.  Also note the high 
number of normal faulting events recorded during Period III. 
3.5.  Summary and Interpretations 
 Shallow VTs recorded during the 1981-1986 dome building eruptions occurred 
almost entirely during precursory swarms with very little activity recorded during or after 
the dome-building eruptions; however, the general orientation of the stress-field during 
Periods I and IV was permanently rotated by ~90° (Figure 3.3).   The ~90° rotation of P-
axes observed during Period I (Figure 3.3) is similar to rotations seen in stress field 
studies at other volcanoes prior to eruptions (e.g., Roman et al., 2006 and Roman et al., 
2008; Roman et al., 2004; Gardine and Roman, 2010; Cocina et al., 1998) and at MSH 
during the early days of the vent-clearing phase of the 2004-2008 dome-building eruption 
(Period IV in Figure 3.3 and Lehto et al., 2010). In addition, Periods I and IV encompass 
times of intermittent dome-building during which magma is known to have migrated up 
through the shallow crust.  These two considerations lead us to interpret the observed 
rotation during Periods I and IV as the result of magmatic intrusions into a seismogenic 
volume in the shallow subsurface (Figure 3.4a) in association with eruption and 
formation of dome complexes within the crater.  It is also important to note that even 
though the changes to/from the ~90° rotation from background appear to be 
instantaneous, there is insufficient data to confirm this, and thus changes from 
background to the ~90° rotated stress field orientations could also be gradual. 
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 Periods II, III, and V (non-eruptive periods) present more complex cases. P-axis 
orientations for Period II are neither 90° rotated nor aligned with regional σ1 (N23°E, Ma 
et al., 1991), while the orientations for Period III are either vertical or widely scattered in 
the NE-SW quadrants and are more consistent with regional σ1.  Multi-axis orientations 
in Period V are both parallel and perpendicular to regional σ1.  We consider five possible 
hypotheses to explain the stress fields and seismicity patterns observed during Periods II, 
III, and V: 1) Loading of the crater floor and underlying magmatic system by the 1980-
1986 and 2004-2008 dome complexes and the Crater Glacier; 2) buildup of stress due to 
tectonic forces; 3) readjustment of the local stress field due to the removal of 2.7 km
3
 of 
the edifice during the May 18, 1980, eruption (e.g., Moore and Albee, 1981); 4) 
magmatic intrusion into the shallow subsurface; and 5) slip induced by increases in pore 
pressure on optimally-aligned faults within a seismogenic volume. 
 
Figure 3.3.  Rose diagrams and stereonet plots (by faulting type) of subhorizontal P-axis 
orientations for well-constrained FPS by period.  Gray arrows show the orientation of 
regional σ1.  N is the number of events in each plot.  Note the ~90° rotation of P-axis 
orientations from regional during Periods I and IV and multi-axes seen during Periods II, 
III, and IV.   
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 The eruption of lava domes in 1980-86 and 2004-2008 and the formation of the 
Crater Glacier (officially became a glacier in 2001) resulted in progressively increased 
loading of the crater floor.  The 1980-86 domes added a combined volume of 0.074
 
km
3 
of dacite to the edifice of MSH (Schilling et al., 2008), while the domes formed between 
2004-2008 contributed an additional 0.0917 km
3 
of dacite (Steve Schilling, personal 
communication, 2012).  The formation of the Crater Glacier added an additional 0.12 km
3
 
of ice and dacite debris by September 2001 (Schilling et al., 2004).  This added material 
would have contributed an additional downward-directed force (equal to about 10% of 
the volume of material removed during the 1980 eruption) which could have loaded 
optimally-oriented faults below, possibly exceeding some threshold value and inducing 
slip (e.g., Moran, 2003).  However, this loading would have produced a vertically 
oriented σ1 and significant normal faulting, which is only seen during Period III 
beginning twelve years after the completion of the first dome-building phase.  In 
addition, very few normal-faulting events occurred after the 1980-1986 dome complex 
had been formed and during the time period that the Crater Glacier was actively 
accumulating snow and ice (Period II; Figure 3.2b).  Another problem with the loading 
hypothesis is that there was a significant decrease in the rate of VTs after the 
emplacement of the 2004-2008 dome complex.  It therefore seems unlikely that loading 
from the 1980-1986 and 2004-2008 dome complexes and the Crater Glacier was the sole 
or main contributing factor to the persistent seismicity and multi-axis local shallow stress 
fields observed during Periods II, III, and V. 
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 In addition to being along an active plate boundary, MSH also lies directly above 
the St. Helens Seismic Zone (SHZ, Grant et al., 1984; Grant and Weaver, 1986; Weaver 
et al., 1987), therefore it is possible that events recorded at MSH during Periods II, III, 
and V are the result of a buildup of tectonic stresses.  However, the events analyzed in 
this study are located within the edifice of the volcano, well above the shallowest SHZ 
events recorded at 4-5 km below a datum of 2.2 km ASL.  In addition, daily event counts 
of earthquakes located along the SHZ show event counts below 5 events/day for the study 
period with the exception of a few small periods of swarm activity from March 1980 
through February 1981, October 2010, and February 2011 (10-15 events/per day, with 
one swarm of >60 events per day in February 1981).  Therefore we consider it unlikely 
that the earthquakes analyzed in this study were the result of the buildup of tectonic 
forces along the SHZ. 
 The removal of 2.7 km
3
 of rock during the May 18, 1980, eruption would have 
perturbed the local shallow stress field within the edifice.  Assuming an elastic rheology, 
the removal of the large load from the volcano would have significantly lowered the 
effective normal stress on near-horizontal faults, resulting in an instantaneous increased 
probability of slip along these faults.  However, the paucity of shallow earthquakes 
between the end of the 1980 eruption and the start of the dome building phase in 1981 
(Figure 3.2a) suggests that any effects from the perturbing of the shallow stress field were 
not seen for very long after the 1980 eruption.  However, if a visco-elastic rheology is 
assumed, any induced seismicity could have been delayed by several, but not by 
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seventeen years.  Therefore, we do not consider it a plausible cause for the observed 
shallow seismicity observed in Periods II, III, and V. 
 
Figure 3.4.  Cartoon of two plausible scenarios consistent with the observed changes in 
the shallow stress field.  A)  Dike inflation into a seismogenic volume during eruptive 
periods creates a shallow stress field that is rotated by ~90° from regional.  B) Multi-axis 
stress fields created due to a buildup of pore pressure beneath a seismogenic volume 
during non-eruptive periods.  Note: drawings are not to scale. 
 
 Another possible cause of shallow VTs is the presence of magma within the 
shallow subsurface.  Several studies (including this study, Periods I and IV) have shown 
that magmatic intrusions will perturb the stress field, creating a ~90° horizontal and/or 
vertical rotation of the stress field (Roman et al., 2006 and Roman et al., 2008; Roman et 
al., 2004; Gardine and Roman, 2010; Cocina et al., 1998) which is not seen during 
Periods II, III, and V.  In addition, there is no independent evidence in the form of 
deformation, degassing, or changes in fumarole vigor/chemistry/temperature, of intrusion 
of a significant body of magma to shallow depths during Periods II, III, and V.  We 
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therefore believe that the intrusion of magma into the shallow subsurface was not a factor 
in the earthquakes recorded during Periods II, III, and V. 
 Another hypothesis is that a buildup of pore pressure from super-critical 
fluids/magmatic gases or infiltrated rainwater occurred within/beneath a seismogenic 
volume (located at roughly 0-1 km) lowering the effective normal stress along pre-
existing faults and potentially inducing slip.  Such a buildup could have been caused by 
slow degassing of magma resident in either a deep magma chamber (top of the chamber 
at 5-10 km, Mastin et al., 2009), a shallow magma chamber (top of chamber at 2-3.5 km, 
as proposed by Cashman and McConnell, 2005, and Waite and Moran, 2009), or the 
infiltration of rainwater into the shallow subsurface.  Evidence of the refilling of the 
magma chamber has been shown by studies of deep seismicity during Periods II and III 
(Moran, 1994, and Musumeci et al., 2000) and by GPS data during the latter part of 
Period IV and Period V (after 2008; Lisowski et al., 2010).  In addition, phreatic 
explosions between 1989-1991 are believed to have been due to the infiltration of 
rainwater into the system (Mastin, 1994) which may have also induced seismicity.  There 
is also evidence of magmatic CO2 degassing at MSH during the 1998 swarm (Gerlach et 
al. 2008), some percentage of which could have become trapped and built up pore 
pressure within/beneath the seismogenic volume.  It is therefore possible that the buildup 
of fluids and/or magmatic gases within/beneath a seismogenic zone was responsible for 
the observed shallow seismicity and associated multi-axis shallow stress field observed 
during Periods II, III, and V. 
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 It is expected that the orientation of the local stress field is due to an increase in 
pore pressure and subsequent decrease in effective normal stress would reflect the 
underlying background stress field.  However, in light of evidence of variable rotations in 
the local stress field observed during times of increased fluid pressure at Paradox Valley, 
Colorado (σ1 ~10° from regional during well pumping, Denlinger et al., 2010) and 
Yellowstone Caldera (σ1 ~90° from regional, attributed to hydrothermal fluid circulation, 
Waite and Smith, 2002), it is difficult to say how changes in fluid buildup and circulation 
might affect the local stress field.  It is possible that fluid buildup and circulation 
produces more complex changes in the local stress field than is expected and that the 
multi-axis stress field observed during non-eruptive periods at MSH reflects this 
complexity.  It is also possible that the multi-axis stress field is a manifestation of stresses 
built up along faults due to other factors (for example, readjustment of the stress field due 
to the removal of the edifice) and that the pattern observed is simply because of the 
unclamping of already primed faults.  We further hypothesize that a buildup of magmatic 
gas could in turn have locally created conditions favorable for the normal faulting 
observed in Period III (Parker and McDowell, 1955).  
3.6.  Conclusions 
 Our investigation of persistent shallow seismicity at MSH between 1981 and 2011 
revealed changes in the local stress field orientation that can be linked to stages of 
volcanic activity.  During dome-building eruptions in 1981-1986 and 2004 we observe a 
~90° rotation of P-axes with respect to regional σ1 (Period I and IV, Figure 3 and Lehto 
et al., 2010).  During non-eruptive periods from 1987-2004 and 2008-2011 (Periods II, 
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III, and V) we see a multi-axis shallow stress field consistent with shallow fluid/gas 
pressurization.  The multi-axis stress field observed in Periods II, III, and V may be due 
to a buildup of pore pressure beneath a seismogenic volume located at roughly 0-1 km 
and thus may be a good indicator that the system is recharging.  The results of this study 
demonstrate how the shallow stress field at MSH may function as an indicator of the 
current stage of its eruptive cycle.  It is conceivable that future eruptions at MSH will be 
preceded by a ~90° horizontal rotation of the local σ1 axis as seen during Periods I and 
IV, while local σ1 may display a multi-axis orientation during non-eruptive periods. 
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Chapter 4: Crust and Upper Mantle Structure Beneath the Katmai Volcanic Group, 
Alaska, From Receiver Functions 
 
4.1.  Introduction 
4.1.1  Receiver Functions 
 Receiver functions show the relative response of the Earth beneath a seismometer 
(the receiver).  A receiver function is produced by deconvolving the vertical component 
of a seismogram from the horizontal components, which effectively removes the source-
time function leaving only the effects from the wave traveling through the structure 
(Ligorria and Ammon, 1999).  The resulting receiver function is a combination of P-to-S 
converted waves and their multiples that are produced by the reverberation of the wave 
within the structure being sampled (Figure 4.1, Ammon, 1997).  As a wave travels across 
a boundary with a velocity contrast (e.g., the Moho, or from a low velocity area, such as 
magma into a high velocity area, such as competent rock) some of the P-wave energy is 
transformed into S-wave energy producing a P-to-S converted wave.  The P-to-S 
converted phases that are closest to the surface show as positive/negative arrivals close to 
the direct p-wave arrival.  The polarity of the arrival results from the velocity contrast; a 
positive arrival is created when the seismic wave passes from a high velocity material to 
a low velocity material, whereas a negative polarity arrival is created when the wave 
passes from a lower velocity material into a high velocity material (Martinez-Arevalo et 
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al., 2009).  For example, Figure 4.1a shows P-waves (red lines) encountering a boundary 
(labeled ‘Velocity Contrast h’) and being converted to S-waves (blue lines) or being 
reflected around within the layer.  The incident P-wave produces a Ps-wave (P-wave 
converted to an S-wave at boundary h), a PpPhs multiple (P-wave which passes through 
boundary h is reflected off the free surface and off boundary h before being converted 
into an S-wave), and a PsPhs + PpShs multiple (P-wave produces two waves, one an S-
wave at the boundary h which is reflected back as a P-wave at the free surface and then 
converted to an S-wave at the boundary h, the other a P-wave at boundary h which is 
converted to an S-wave at the free surface and reflected back up at boundary h).  The 
resulting receiver function is shown in Figure 4.1b with arrivals for the direct P-wave, Ps 
phase, PpPhs phase, PsShs phase, and PpShs + PsPhs phase.  Thus by deciphering the 
arrivals within a receiver function the structure beneath a seismometer can be inferred. 
 
   
Figure 4.1.  A.  Receiver function ray diagram showing P-to-S converted phase and 
multiples.  B.  Corresponding receiver function showing direct P, P-to-S converted phase, 
and multiples.  From Ammon, 1997. 
 
 The amplitude of the arrivals of the different phases is controlled by the 
impedance contrast (where impedance is the seismic wave velocity times the density of 
A. B. 
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the rock) between the layers being sampled (Martinez-Arevalo et al., 2009).  The higher 
the impedance contrast the higher the amplitude of the arrival.  For example, a wave 
travelling through the upper mantle and encountering the Moho will produce a large 
amplitude Ps phase, as the impedance contrast between the upper mantle and the Moho is 
very large.  The polarity of the arrival (i.e., positive or negative arrival) is controlled by 
the increase or decrease in velocity; an increase in velocity of the material the wave 
travels through will give a positive amplitude arrival and a velocity decrease will give a 
negative arrival (Martinez-Arevalo et al., 2009).  In addition to changes in impedance 
between layers the presence of dipping layers or anisotropy also has an effect on the 
amplitude of the arrivals in a receiver function.   
 The presence of dipping layers below a receiver will produce a gradual change in 
the amplitude of arrivals in a receiver function with back azimuth (BAZ) and ray 
parameter (a measure of the slowness, or inverse velocity of the wave, and the incidence 
angle of the seismic wave) (Cassidy, 1992).  The highest amplitude Ps (P-to-S converted 
wave from the Moho) arrivals will occur when waves travel updip along the structure, 
and the lowest amplitude arrivals occur when waves travel downdip (Cassidy, 1992).  
However, the opposite is true for the direct P arrivals, which are predicted to have the 
lowest amplitude for waves traveling updip, and highest amplitude for waves traveling 
downdip (Cassidy, 1992).  In addition to changes in the amplitude of arrivals, the 
presence of dipping layers will also cause a rotation of energy out of the source receiver 
plane (radial) and onto the transverse plane (orthogonal to the radial plane), which results 
in high amounts of energy on the transverse receiver function (Langston, 1977).   
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 The presence of anisotropy, in the form of fluid filled micro-cracks aligned with 
the stress field in the upper crust or lattice-preferred orientation of anisotropic minerals 
like olivine in the mantle, also has an effect on receiver functions (Ozacar and Zandt, 
2004).  As with dipping structures, variations in the amplitude of arrivals with BAZ on 
the radial receiver function are seen with anisotropy.  However, in contrast to the 
variations in amplitude and polarity of arrivals seen on the transverse receiver function as 
a result of dipping layers, polarity reversals due to anisotropy are observed to reverse 
across the orientation of the axis of symmetry for the anisotropy (Levin and Park, 1998).  
In addition, multiples are rarely seen from any surfaces other than the Moho because the 
anisotropy dissipates the energy quickly (Ozacar and Zandt, 2004).  Anisotropy within 
the crust beneath a receiver will also rotate energy onto the transverse receiver function, 
just like with dipping structures (Ozacar and Zandt, 2004).   
 As there are many similarities in the effects of dipping layers versus those of  
anisotropy on receiver functions, it is helpful to know how to tell these apart when 
analyzing receiver functions.  Levin and Park (1997) suggest that mapping the pattern of 
the shift in amplitudes with BAZ will lead to a two-lobed appearance for dipping 
structures and a four-lobed appearance for anisotropy.  However, Levin and Park (1997) 
also warn that a horizontal axis of symmetry will produce a two-lobed pattern which is 
indistinguishable from the pattern due to dipping layers.  In addition, the delay between 
the P and Ps arrivals when plotted versus BAZ will give a simple upside-down Gaussian 
shaped curve for dipping layers, while a more complex pattern is seen for anisotropy 
(Levin and Park, 1997).  However, a major caveat to distinguishing between dipping 
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layers or anisotropy is that a large azimuthal coverage is needed to distinguish the 
patterns referenced above or to model the velocity structure that best reproduces the 
observed receiver functions. 
 Receiver function analysis has been used to image low velocity zones (LVZ) 
beneath volcanoes with some success.  LVZs have been observed at Mt. Vesuvius and 
Stromboli volcanoes in Italy (Agostinetti and Chiarabba, 2008; Martinez-Arevalo et al., 
2009) using an inversion technique to determine the velocity model which best 
reproduces the observed receiver functions.  In both cases, the best-fit velocity model 
revealed a prominent LVZ beneath the volcano (Figure 4.2).  A study by Sakaguchi et al. 
(2006) used a stacking approach to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the receiver 
functions and interpreted the arrivals directly.  They too found evidence of a possible 
LVZ beneath Toba caldera, Indonesia.  Figure 4.3 shows the results of the study by 
Sakaguchi et al. (2006) in which a sharp negative phase (blue areas above 20 km) was 
interpreted to be the top of a LVZ and a sharp positive phase (red areas above 40 km) was 
interpreted to be the bottom of the LVZ (Sakaguchi et al., 2006).  It is clear from these 
results that receiver function analysis shows promise in imaging the LVZs associated 
with magma reservoirs beneath volcanoes. 
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Figure 4.2.  S-wave velocity models from A) Mt. Vesuvius (from Agostinetti and 
Chiarabba, 2008) and B) Stromboli volcano (from Martinez-Arevalo et al., 2009), both 
showing prominent LVZs. 
 
 
Figure 4.3.  Results from a receiver function study at Toba Caldera, Indonesia by 
Sakaguchi et al., 2006.  Sharp negative phases (blue areas above 20 km depth) were 
interpreted to be the top of a LVZ and strong positive phases (above 40 km depth) were 
interpreted to be the bottom of the LVZ. 
 
  
A. B. 
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4.1.2.  Background on the Katmai Volcanic Group 
 The Katmai Volcanic Group is a group of eight stratovolcanoes (Snowy 
Mountain, Mount Griggs, Mount Katmai, Trident Volcano, Novarupta Volcano, Mount 
Mageik, Mount Martin, and Alagogshak Volcano) located in southern Alaska (Figure 
4.4) and underlain by "subhorizontal to mildly warped" marine siltstones and sandstones 
of the Jurassic Naknek formation, which was added as an exotic terrane in the Mesozoic 
(Hildreth and Fierstein, 2003).  The Katmai Volcanic Group is the site of the largest 
eruption in the twentieth century, the 1912 eruption, which created the Valley of Ten 
Thousand Smokes (Fierstein, 2006).  During the 1912 eruption, 13 km
3
 of rock (dense 
rock equivalent) erupted from a new vent at Novarupta Volcano,  The 1912 eruption 
produced 7.5 km
3
 of high silica rhyolite and 5.5 km
3
 of basaltic andesite to dacite, and 
created a 5.5 km
3
 caldera at Mount Katmai (Hammer et al., 2002).  There are two main 
hypotheses about the location and conditions of the magma before the 1912 eruption: 
One proposed by Eichelberger and Izbekov (2000) states that a vertically ascending 
rhyolite dike clipped a basaltic magma chamber located beneath Mount Katmai which 
then erupted out of a newly formed vent at Novarupta; while another suggests that a 
zoned/stacked magma chamber(s) beneath Mount Katmai and Novarupta erupted out of 
the vent at Novarupta (Coombs and Gardner, 2001; Hammer et al., 2002; Hildreth and 
Fierstein, 2000).  Estimations of the location of the current magma chamber put it either 
as one large magma chamber beneath Katmai Pass, (between Trident Volcano and Mount 
Mageik, Jolly et al., 2007) or as three small magma chambers at depths of 2 km beneath 
Katmai Pass, 4 km beneath Mount Mageik, and 4-6 km beneath Trident Volcano 
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(Thurber et al., 2012).  The depth to the Moho beneath the area was determined to be 32-
38 km by Berg et al. (1967) using seismic and gravity measurements, and the slab was 
estimated to be at a depth of ~100 km beneath the Katmai Volcanic Group by Eberhart-
Phillips et al. (2006). 
4.2.  Methods 
 All events used for this study were teleseismic earthquakes of magnitude Mb ≥6.6 
(body wave magnitude) located between the epicentral distances of 30° and 120° from 
broadband stations KABU and KAKN located in Katmai National Park, Alaska (Figure 
4.5).  Both stations KABU and KAKN were equipped with Guralp CMG-6TD sensors.  
All waveforms were highpass filtered to remove microseismic noise using a Butterworth 
filter with corner frequency of 0.02 Hz.  The horizontal components of each event were 
then rotated to the radial and transverse orientations, which aligns the horizontal 
components of the seismogram parallel (radial) and perpendicular (transverse) to the 
source-receiver line.  Receiver functions were then determined using the iterative 
deconvolution method of Ligorria and Ammon (1999) which computes the receiver 
functions by convolving a series of Gaussian pulses with the vertical seismogram in the 
time-domain and comparing the resulting receiver function to the original.  To compute 
the receiver functions used in this study a Gaussian parameter of 2.5 was used, which 
translates roughly to a pulse width of 1 s.  All events were then loaded into the program 
Funclab (Eagar and Fouch, 2012) which is a MATLAB toolbox used to review and 
analyze large numbers of receiver functions.  Once in Funclab the receiver functions were 
then reviewed for quality and removed if they did not show a coherent direct P-wave 
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arrival or if they contained cyclic arrivals in the coda of the wave.  Those receiver 
functions that passed the quality check were then plotted versus BAZ and ray parameter 
and evaluated for arrivals such as the direct P and Ps phases and any subsequent 
multiples.   
 Receiver functions were also analyzed using the H-κ stacking method of Zhu and 
Kanamori (2000) included in the Funclab program, which is used to determine the 
thickness (H) and the Vp/Vs ratio (κ ) of the crust.  The time delay between the direct P 
and Ps (converted phase from the Moho, and second largest arrival) arrivals can be used 
to determine the thickness of the crust by using the average Vp (P-wave velocity) and Vs 
(S-wave velocity) of the crust (Zhu and Kanamori, 2000).  However, the use of crustal 
velocities to calculate the thickness of the crust produces an inherent tradeoff between 
thickness and crustal velocity which can be overcome by the addition of time delays of 
the crustal multiples such as PpPs and PsPs + PpSs (Eagar et al., 2011; Zandt and 
Ammon, 1995; Zhu and Kanamori, 2000).  The H-κ stacking method of Zhu and 
Kanamori (2000) varies the thickness and crustal velocities (using an initial 
Vp, which was set at 6.0 km/s for this study) and calculates predicted travel times of the 
Ps, PpPs, and PpSs + PsPs phases and then sums those travel times using a stacking 
function which includes weights for each phase.  The Ps phase is generally given the 
highest weight as it is the most prominent arrival after the direct P arrival; the weights 
used in this study were 0.5 (Ps), 0.3 (PpSs), and 0.2 (PpSs + PsPs).  A grid search is then 
performed and the solution is determined to be where the H-κ stacking function is at a 
maximum, which gives the thickness and Vp/Vs ratio for the best-fit solution. 
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Figure 4.4. Location map of the Katmai Volcanic Group showing locations of the 
volcanic centers and broadband stations KABU and KAKN. 
 
 The advantages of the H-κ stacking technique are that a large amount of data can 
be processed quickly, there is no need to pick arrivals (which can be difficult as the 
phases can sometimes be masked by noise), it reduces the effect of lateral variations in 
crustal structure as receiver functions from different distances and directions are used 
together, and an error estimate can be made using the flatness of the stacking function 
(Zhu and Kanamori, 2000).  However, the technique relies heavily upon the underlying 
assumption of the method: That the sampled crust is homogenous, isotropic, and contains 
horizontal layers, which is an oversimplification of most crust (Eagar et al., 2011).  This 
means that the method may not provide the best results for areas of the crust that contain 
dipping layers or anisotropy, a strongly variable Moho, or sharp velocity contrasts (Eagar 
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et al., 2011).  In addition, Eagar et al. (2011) also found that the initial value of Vp can 
shift the results of the H-κ stacking technique. 
4.3.  Results 
 For this study I selected 324 teleseismic earthquakes from January 2005 through 
July 2011 for station KABU and 112 earthquakes from January 2008 through July 2011 
for station KAKN.  From these events a total of 409 receiver function pairs (radial and 
transverse receiver functions) were computed; 306 from station KABU, and 103 from 
station KAKN.  After removing the poor quality receiver functions a total of 120 high-
quality receiver function pairs (79 from station KABU and 41 from station KAKN) were 
available for further analysis.  Azimuthal coverage for the events used in this study was 
poor, with events from station KABU covering BAZ of 20°-50° and 330° and those from 
station KAKN covering BAZ from 10°-40° and 330° (Figure 4.5).  Most of the events 
used in this study have ray paths that come towards the stations from either along or 
behind the volcanic arc. 
4.3.1 Station KABU 
 High-quality receiver functions for station KABU were placed in 10° overlapping 
bins by BAZ and are shown in Figure 4.6.  The radial receiver functions (Figure 4.3A) 
clearly show strong, positive direct P and Ps (converted phase from the Moho) arrivals at 
0 s and 4 s, respectively.  There is also a strong negative arrival just after the direct P 
arrival between 1-3 s and another strong negative arrival after Ps at 5 s.  In addition, the 
amplitude of the direct P and Ps phases increase with increasing BAZ.  The receiver 
function at 330° BAZ shows a distinct P arrival at 0 s and a possible Ps arrival at 3.5 s, 
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however there is very little data for this BAZ and so any interpretation is difficult.  The 
transverse component (Figure 4.6B) shows significant energy and a reversed polarity for 
the P and Ps arrivals (at 0 and 4 s, respectively).  In addition, there appears to be a 
possible reversal in the polarity of all arrivals somewhere between the 50° and 330° BAZ. 
 The results of the H-κ stacking for the 0°-360° sweep, though very well 
constrained, show a pick of 2.09 for Vp/Vs and depth to Moho of 24 km (Figure 4.7).  
These results are suspect, as a Vp/Vs ratio this high suggest partial melt within the crust, 
which is possibly however, probably unlikely.  In addition, a Moho depth of 24 km is 
much too shallow when compared to another study which gives a Moho depth of 32-38 
km for the Katmai area (Berg et al., 1967).  However, a secondary maximum appears 
farther down in the graph which gives a more logical value for Vp/Vs of 1.73 and for the 
depth to Moho of 34 km (Figure 4.7). 
 
Figure 4.5.  Epicenter locations for the events used in this study, showing all event 
locations (x’s) and events with high-quality receiver functions from stations KABU (red 
circles) and KAKN (blue circles).  Also shown are great arc circles for the 30° and 120° 
epicentral distances.  The red triangle shows the location of stations KABU and KAKN. 
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4.3.2 Station KAKN 
 The results of stacking receiver functions from station KAKN in 10° overlapping 
bins by BAZ are shown in Figure 4.8.  The radial receiver functions for station KAKN 
show a clear direct P arrival and as with station KABU there is a sharp negative arrival 
after the direct P arrival at 1 s.  However, there is no Ps arrival and there is no apparent 
change in amplitude of the direct P phase.  The transverse receiver function does not 
contain much energy, in contrast to the results seen on station KABU. 
 
Figure 4.6.  Receiver functions for station KABU for the radial (A) and transverse (B) 
components, placed in 10° overlapping bins by BAZ.  Line designated P shows the time 
of arrival of the direct P phase and line Ps shows the time of arrival of the Ps phase. 
 
A. B. 
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 Results of the H-κ stacking procedure for station KAKN (Figure 4.9) shows a 
primary maximum at a Vp/Vs ratio of 1.9, which is still too high even for a partial melt 
zone, and a depth to the Moho of 25 km, again too shallow when compared to other 
studies (e.g., Berg et al. 1967).  However, the results are poorly constrained, as is shown 
by the large number of maxima (black shaded regions).  In addition, there is also a 
secondary shaded region in Figure 4.9 which is likely the result of the sharp contrast of 
the slab below.  It is therefore difficult to say with any certainty what the Vp/Vs ratio or 
depth to Moho is beneath KAKN using these results. 
 
Figure 4.7.  H-κ stacking results for station KABU for 0°-360° BAZ.  White circle shows 
primary maximum of the stacking function and red circle shows preferred solution 
(secondary maximum). 
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4.4. Discussion 
 The structure beneath station KABU likely contains anisotropic and/or dipping 
layers, as indicated by the variation in amplitude of P and Ps phases with BAZ as seen in 
Figure 4.6A (Cassidy, 1992; Langston, 1977; Levin and Park, 1998; Ozacar and Zandt, 
2004).  In addition, the significant amount of energy and the reversal in polarity of 
arrivals seen on the transverse receiver function (Figure 4.6B) suggests either anisotropy 
and/or dipping layers beneath KABU (Cassidy, 1992; Langston, 1977; Levin and Park, 
1998; Ozacar and Zandt, 2004).  However, as both anisotropy and dipping layers can 
rotate energy out of the radial and into the transverse plane, and in light of the poor 
azimuthal coverage at station KABU, it is not possible to distinguish between the two 
causes.  The strong negative arrival at ~1 s also suggests that there may be a low velocity 
source in the mid-crust (possibly a magma chamber).  However, it is not possible to 
determine the extent of this low velocity area.  The depth to the Moho beneath station 
KABU is most likely at ~34 km which matches the estimate from Berg et al. (1967) of 
32-38 km.  The Vp/Vs ratio of 1.73 determined form H-κ stacking also matches the results 
for the Katmai area by Eberhart-Phillips et al. (2006) of 1.7-1.8. 
 The results for station KAKN are much more complicated, and less promising.  It 
is difficult to tell from this receiver function study what the depth to the Moho or Vp/Vs 
ratio are as there is no clear P-to-S converted phase from the Moho.  The absence of a 
clear signal from the Moho could be due to a few things: one possibility is that station 
KAKN overlies a basin, which according to Zhu and Kanamori (2000) can create large 
reverberations that mask the Moho signal due to the high velocity contrast between the 
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basin sediments and the basement rock.  Another possible reason for the ‘missing’ Moho 
arrival is the complexity of the underlying structure in the area, which has been built up 
by a series of terrane accretion events and could likely have a complex structure and/or a 
non-uniform Moho.  In addition, it is possible that station KAKN lies above an 
attenuating body and thus the P-to-S converted phase from the Moho has been attenuated 
out. 
 
Figure 4.8.  Receiver functions for station KAKN for the radial (A) and transverse (B) 
components, placed in 10° overlapping bins by BAZ.  Line designated P shows the time 
of arrival of the direct P phase and line Ps shows the time of arrival of the Ps phase. 
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Figure 4.9.  H-κ stacking results for station KABU for 0°-360° BAZ.  White circle shows 
primary maximum of the stacking function.  Note the large number of maxima (black 
shaded regions) along the top trace and the bottom trace which is likely the ‘ghost’ of the 
slab interface. 
  
 The experience gained from this study allows for recommendations for future 
work to be made.  The main recommendation is that all receiver function studies must 
have good azimuthal coverage.  Without good azimuthal coverage it is not possible to 
create a model for the receiver functions and truly decipher the structure beneath the 
seismometer.  The best way to combat this problem is to chose a location that has good 
azimuthal coverage; however, when this is not possible the installation of a large network 
of broadband seismometers and a longer study periods (decades long) could help.  In 
addition, though receiver function analysis can work well with a small number of 
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stations, the technique is best served by having a large network of stations so that a 2D or 
3D image of the crustal structure can be obtained.  Receiver function studies at volcanoes 
(e.g., Agostnetti and Chiarabba, 2008; Martinez-Arevalo et al., 2009) have shown great 
promise for imaging the magma chamber (Figures 4.2 and 4.3); however, the most 
promising results have used larger networks of stations to produce 2D images of the 
structure beneath the volcano. 
4.5. Conclusions 
 The following conclusions have been made from this study: 
1) The crustal structure beneath KABU is complex and likely contains either dipping 
layers, anisotropy, or both. 
2) The Moho beneath station KABU is at ~34 km depth, and the Vp/Vs ratio is 
~1.73. 
3) The receiver functions for KAKN do not show a Moho, which is likely due to the 
complexity of the structure that could include any of the following: 
 a. There is a possible basin located beneath KAKN. 
 b. It is possible that station KAKN is located too close to an attenuating  
   body. 
 c. It is possible that the Moho is complex in this area. 
4) Receiver functions analysis is hampered by the geographic location of the stations 
in relation to the teleseisms recorded during the study period, and azimuthal 
coverage determines success or failure. 
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5) More stations deployed over a longer study period at Katmai may be able to 
remedy the poor azimuthal coverage to some degree, however this location will 
likely still have issues with azimuthal coverage. 
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Chapter 5: Introduction to the Geoscience Education Section 
 
5.1.  Introduction 
 Students in introductory geosciences courses are most surprised to find out that 
studying rocks also means they must use math (a four-letter word to many students).  
They sign up for geosciences courses thinking that they are avoiding the math intensive 
science courses such as physics or chemistry (Wenner et al., 2009; Wagner, 2000; Lutz 
and Srogi, 2000).  Little do they know that the geosciences depend greatly upon math; 
particularly as most geoscience sub disciplines today rely heavily upon modeling.  It is 
therefore imperative that geoscience educators, particularly those teaching introductory 
courses, include mathematics in the curriculum.  Some authors believe in an indirect 
approach such as Wagner (2000) who suggests educators “sneak” the math in “through 
the back door”.  However, another method is to introduce math concepts to students in a 
way that is enjoyable (or at least not quite as awful as they thought it would be) and lead 
the student on a guided tour through the application of math to geoscience concepts; thus 
building their math skills and confidence at the same time. 
 Several years ago instructors at the University of South Florida (USF) became 
concerned with the low level of math skills among science students in general and those 
at USF.  To combat this problem the Spreadsheets Across the Curriculum program was 
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born (McGee, 2010; Vacher and Lardner, 2010).  The National Science Foundation 
sponsored program involved the creation of a wide variety of spreadsheet-based modules 
that introduced a math problem to the student in a powerpoint presentation and walked 
them through the steps needed to solve the problem in Excel.  Creating modules became 
so popular (particularly at USF) that several collections of modules were organized and 
are available for download (Science Education Resource Center – SERC, n.d.).   
 As educators in geosciences we understand that it is important to know not only 
how best to teach our students, but also how effective the techniques and tools that we 
use are.  This is why it is imperative that assessment and revision of our teaching tools be 
a part of our jobs.  The following chapter (Chapter 6) focuses on the assessment of a tool 
used often at USF, the spreadsheet-based module.  Implementation and testing of the 
modules began several years ago in an upper division geology course at USF (McGee, 
2010) and soon modules were used in many of the geology courses.  However, students 
did not take to the modules as hoped.  The complaint most often heard was that the sharp 
learning curve associated with using Excel hindered the students’ understanding of the 
module.  To determine whether or not the Excel was getting in the way, the study 
presented in Chapter 6 was devised.   
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Chapter 6: SSAC 4: Evidence that Spreadsheet-based Modules Teach Math and 
that Spreadsheets do not Hinder Learning in an  
Introductory Physical Geology Course 
Note to Reader 
 Portions of these results have been previously published (Lehto and Vacher, 
2012) and are utilized with permission of the publisher.  This study had two authors, the 
co-author provided guidance and advice during data analysis and reviews and comments 
of the prepared manuscript and is used with the co-author’s permission. 
 
6.1. Introduction and Motivation 
 Spreadsheets have become useful tools for teaching math concepts to students as 
it is believed that they engage the students better and build skills for their future (Ganter 
and Barker, 2004).  It was with this in mind that the Spreadsheets Across the Curriculum 
(SSAC) program was started as a means of increasing the quantitative literacy and 
spreadsheet skills of students both at the pilot school (the University of South Florida, 
USF) and beyond (Vacher and Lardner, 2010).  The program entailed the creation, 
implementation, and assessment of a series of Excel spreadsheet-based modules that 
guide the student through a math problem based in some area of science (e.g., geology, 
biology, etc.).  The modules were first implemented in an upper division geology course 
for majors at USF in 2005 (McGee, 2010).  However, the module concept quickly spread 
throughout the USF geology faculty and modules were soon included in several courses 
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at USF (e.g. Volcanology, Introduction to Seismology, Geology of the National Parks, 
etc.).   
 As geology majors at USF began to use the modules in their courses a general 
consensus began to emerge among the students.  The students felt that the modules were 
too difficult because of the steep learning curve associated with using the spreadsheets.  
The sharp learning curve for the use of Excel was also evident in a study by Wetzel 
(2011) in which student volunteers were paid to complete modules, pre- and post-tests, 
and exit interviews for ten modules.  Wetzel (2011) concluded that instructors should 
start off with a very simple module and then add more difficult modules as the semester 
progressed so that students had a chance to slowly build up their Excel skills.   
 Based on the study by Wetzel (2011) and the responses heard from our students 
we began to wonder if the spreadsheet itself was getting in the way of the students 
learning.  Our primary goal as geoscience educators is to teach our students about the 
Earth they live on, and much of geology (like all sciences) requires understanding and 
applying math.  A secondary goal is to give our students the skills they will need to 
prepare them for the future (e.g., Excel skills).  Were these modules focused too much on 
the secondary goal rather than the primary goal?  To answer this we proposed testing a 
group of modules on two groups of students: one that was instructed to use Excel to 
complete the module and one that was not told what tool to use to do their calculations.  
We anticipated that students who were not told what to use would chose a method they 
were familiar with (e.g., calculator), would experience less frustration with the modules, 
and thus attain a deeper learning of the concepts in the module. 
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6.2. Outline of the study 
 To study the effectiveness of spreadsheets in teaching geology and math concepts 
to our students we first developed three modules that would fit into the curriculum of the 
Dynamic Earth: Introduction to Physical Geology course taught at USF.  The three 
modules dealt with the following topics: density and how it varies within the layers of the 
Earth; buoyancy and isostasy (balance of forces pressing a floating mass down to forces 
holding a floating mass up) and how both relate to the floating of objects in fluids and 
mountain building; and what forces govern landslides and how the factor of safety (a 
unitless number which gives a measure of how stable a slope is) relates to the stability of 
a slope.   
 For each module topic two different module packages were created.  Both 
contained the exact same information and problems for the students to work through; 
however, one module package specified (and walked the student through) the use of 
Excel to complete the problems, while the other module package simply told the student 
to calculate the answer, so that the method of calculation was up to the student.  Each 
module package was produced using Powerpoint to create the slides containing both the 
information setting up the problems and the instructions for calculating the answers.  In 
addition, the program Articulate Presenter was used to add interactive quizzes throughout 
the modules to provide the students with immediate feedback on their answers.  Students 
were not allowed to proceed past the quiz without answering all the questions correctly. 
 A pre-/post-assessment test was created for each module topic which was 
designed to test the knowledge gained by the student as a result of working through the 
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module.  Students who completed either the Excel module or the Non-Excel module were 
given the same pre-/post-assessment tests.  Before implementing the modules the pre-
/post-assessment tests were given to an expert panel (professors and graduate students at 
USF) to test the validity of the questions.  The tests were then modified based on the 
panel’s responses.  In addition, the reliability of the questions on the pre-/post-assessment 
tests were judged by calculating the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 (KR20) for each 
assessment test and the Cronbach alpha for each Exit Survey.  The KR20 for the density 
and isostasy tests were above 0.7 and the KR20 for the landslide test was 0.6, and thus 
the questions were deemed reliable.   The Cronbach alphas for each Exit Survey were all 
above 0.66 and are thus the questions were considered reliable according to Libarkin et 
al. (2001) and are as follows: density module tests, 0.760; isostasy module tests, 0.903; 
landslide module tests, 0.846.  The pre-/post-assessment tests for all modules are 
included in Appendix I (see supplemental materials). 
 In addition, two versions of exit surveys were created to help measure the attitude 
of the students after completing the module.  One version was given to the students who 
completed the Excel-based module and included questions on interest in the module, 
length of the module, comfort with the math and geology skills learned, comfort with 
spreadsheets, and Excel skill level (which was then classified as either novice, 
intermediate, or expert during data analysis).  A different version was given to students 
who completed the Non-Excel-based modules and included many of the same questions 
as the Excel version.  The only exception was that questions referring to spreadsheets or 
Excel were omitted and replaced with a question which asked the students to identify the 
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method of calculation they used.  Both versions of the exit surveys are in Appendix II 
(see supplemental materials). 
 The modules were implemented in two physical geology courses in Fall 2011, one 
taught by an instructor familiar with the research and the modules (Class 1) and one 
taught by the author of the modules (Class 2).  The modules and post-tests were included 
as homework assignments so that all students were required to complete them at home as 
part of their course grade, while the pre-tests and exit surveys were given as extra credit 
to those who volunteered to participate in the study.  Each class was divided randomly 
into two groups; students in the Excel Group were assigned all Excel-based modules 
while those in the Non-Excel Group were assigned all Non-Excel-based modules and the 
groups were kept constant throughout the study.  The pre-test, module, worksheet (Excel 
spreadsheet or word processor document which included the student’s answers), and exit 
survey were all available to the students through an online course system at USF.  Class 1 
also completed their post-tests through the online system; while Class 2 completed their 
post-tests in class the day after the assignment was due.  Class 1 was assigned the density 
and isostasy modules, but not the landslide module as this did not fit into the course 
curriculum.  Class 2, however, completed all three module topics.  The modules were 
assigned to the students in the following order: density module (Class 1 and 2), isostasy 
module (Class 1 and 2), and landslide module (Class 2).  Of the 46 students enrolled in 
Class 1, 34 of them volunteered for the study: 18 of these students were assigned to the 
Excel Group and the remaining 16 were assigned to the Non-Excel Group.  In Class 2, 18 
of the 21 students enrolled in the course volunteered for the study, with 10 assigned to the 
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Excel Group and 8 assigned to the Non-Excel Group.  Both classes contained an even 
mix of science and non-science majors and were composed predominantly of freshman, 
sophomores, and juniors, with only a few seniors. 
 The results of the pre-/post-assessment tests, modules, and exit surveys were 
collected and analyzed for significant changes in categories such as percent correct 
responses for pre- and post-tests, difference in percent correct responses from pre- to 
post-test, pre- and post-test grades, and attitudes for all students, then broken up by 
group, and then by class.  The results of these analyses are presented in the following 
sections.  In addition, all pre- and post-test scores for all three assessment tests were 
analyzed for statistically significant differences using the statistics package SPSS and 
were found to be statistically different populations at a 95% confidence level. 
6.3. Module 1: Density and the Layers of the Earth 
 The first module implemented in this study was given to both classes (Class 1 and 
2) and focused on teaching the concept of density and how it changes with depth in the 
Earth.  The module began by introducing the concept of density and how it relates to the 
packing of atoms into a material and then discussed how the density of the layers of the 
Earth changes with depth.  The student was also shown how to calculate the volume of a 
spherical shell as this was used in later calculations.  The student was then taken through 
the steps needed to calculate the density of each layer of Earth using the thickness and 
percent mass of each layer (e.g., calculate volume of spherical shell, mass of layer, and 
density of layer).   
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 The mean overall grade for all pre-tests was 6.8 ± 2.3 (out of a total of 13 points), 
while post-tests had a mean of 10.2 ± 1.5, giving an overall gain in scores of 3.4.  The 
gain for each class was roughly the same (~3.5 for both Class 1 and Class 2); however, 
Class 2 had higher mean pre- and post-test scores than Class 1 (7.3 and 11.1 versus 6.4 
and 9.6 for Class 2 and 1, respectively).  The difference in pre-/post-test scores by group 
was slight; the Non-Excel Group had slightly higher gains than the Excel Group (3.9 for 
the Non-Excel Group and 3.0 for the Excel Group). 
 Results of the Pre-/Post-tests by question reveal a bit more.  The largest gain 
overall (Figure 6.1) was for Question 3 (formula for volume of spherical shell), while 
large gains were also seen for Questions 4 (largest layer volumetrically), 5 (label layers), 
11 (density if volume cut in half), 12 (calculate layer densities), and 13 (calculate layer 
densities), all key concepts within the module.  The smallest gains (Figure 6.1) were for 
Questions 9 (density of rock on the Moon), 7 (density and layers of the Earth), and 10 
(average density of Earth vs. crust).  However, pre-test scores for Question 7 were 
already high (~80% correct answers) suggesting that students had a good grasp on this 
concept before taking the module.  In addition while Question 10 had both low pre-test 
scores (~60% correct answers) and low gain, the post-test scores rose to roughly 80% 
correct responses.  The very low pre- and post-test scores for Question 9 suggest that 
students did not have a firm grasp on how the density of a rock would change if placed on 
the Moon and that the module did not help them understand this concept better.  As for 
results by class, students in Class 2 generally had higher pre-test scores and/or gains for 
questions pertaining to geology concepts and larger gains for questions pertaining to math 
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concepts than students in Class 1 (Figure 6.2).  The Non-Excel Group had a slightly 
higher gain for one math question (Question 12, calculate layer densities) but otherwise 
both groups had similar Pre-test scores and gains for all questions (Figure 6.3).   
 Results of the exit Surveys for the density module (Figure 6.4) show that students 
in the Excel Group mainly reported a novice skill level with Excel, while Students in the 
Non-Excel Group reported using calculators for their calculations with the exception of 
one student who used Excel (the only reporting of Excel use by the Non-Excel Group for 
any of the modules).  Student attitudes in both groups were mainly positive when asked 
about their understanding of the geology concepts taught in the module.  Students in the 
Excel Group generally believed their math skills had improved and that they would be 
able to apply those skills elsewhere, while students in the Non-Excel Group were not so 
sure.  Both groups of students were split on their level of interest in the module, the 
difficulty of the module, and the length of the module, with about half as many leaning 
towards positive attitudes as towards negative attitudes.  The results also show that both 
groups were frustrated while working on the module but that the Excel Group was much 
more frustrated than the Non-Excel Group.  Lastly, neither group said they would 
recommend the modules to be used in other college-level courses and neither wanted to 
do more modules. 
 To summarize, students generally did well on questions pertaining to identifying a 
formula that they were likely first exposed to in the module (volume of spherical shells), 
identifying layers of Earth, understanding how the equation for density works, and 
calculating densities, all key concepts in the module.  Students didn't do well on the 
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questions relating to how the density of a rock would change if it were on the moon, 
suggesting that the module did not help students understand this concept.  This could be 
addressed by adding a slide or footnote regarding the difference between mass (which 
does not depend on gravity and is used in the density equation) and weight (which does 
depend on gravity and is not included in the equation for density).  For all other questions 
pertaining to density, students had high pre-test scores and moderate to low gains, 
suggesting students already had this knowledge before attempting the module and the 
module served to strengthen that knowledge.  Which group the student was in did not 
appear to have much of an effect on learning for this module, while which class the 
student was in had a significant effect on learning.  As for attitudes, students for the most 
part felt very comfortable with their level of understanding of the geology and math 
concepts after taking the module, which matches well with the high gains in pre- to post-
tests scores for geology and math-based questions.  However, attitudes toward the 
module as a whole were either split or low, with most students stating that they did not 
enjoy the experience and would not like to repeat it. 
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Figure 6.1.  Graph of percent correct answers for Pre- and Post-Tests by question number 
for the density module.  Each line represents the change in percent correct from the Pre-
Test (beginning of line) to the Post-Test (end of line), where the length of the line 
represents the amount of gain in the percent correct. 
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Figure 6.2. Graph of the difference between the percent correct answers for the Post-Test 
minus the percent correct answers for the Pre-Test versus question and categorized by 
class for the density module. 
 
Figure 6.3.  Graph of the difference between the percent correct answers for the Post-Test 
minus the percent correct answers for the Pre-Test versus question and categorized by 
group for the density module. 
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Figure 6.4.  Histograms of the results of the Exit Surveys separated by questions and 
categorized by group and class for the density module.  Note the histograms are all 
plotted on the same scale. 
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6.4.  Module 2: Building Mountains: Isostasy 
 The concepts of buoyancy, isostasy, and mountain building were explored in the 
second module implemented in both classes.  The students were first introduced to the 
concept of buoyancy by investigating blocks of wood and/or cork floating in water and 
guided through the steps necessary to calculate the height of the blocks above and below 
the water surface.  The calculations were made more complex by adding layers of 
different wood to the blocks and then changing the stratified blocks of wood into 
stratified Earth blocks made of lithosphere immersed in asthenosphere.  The concepts of 
isostasy (balance of forces holding a mass up in a fluid versus forces pulling the mass 
down into the fluid) and mountain building were explored using the Airy and Pratt 
models of isostasy.  The students were asked to perform calculations using similar 
geologic circumstances but with first the Airy and then the Pratt equations and then asked 
to think about which theory applied better for different crustal sections (e.g., continental 
versus oceanic crust).  Finally, the students were given real-world examples and asked to 
calculate the root of the Himalayas using the Airy equations and the thickness of oceanic 
crust using the Pratt equations.  This module also built on knowledge about density that 
the students had attained from the first module. 
 The overall average score for all students in both classes for the pre-assessment 
test was 5.5 ± 2.4 (out of a total of 13 points) and for the Post-assessment test was 10.1 ± 
2.7, with a gain of 4.6.  Students in Class 2 had higher gains and higher post-test scores 
than students in Class 1 (5.9 and 11.0 for Class 2 pre- and post-test scores, respectively 
versus 3.5 and 9.4 for Class 1 pre- and post-test scores, respectively).  Average post-test 
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scores for the Excel Group and the Non-Excel Group were identical (10.1); however, the 
Non-Excel Group had lower pre-test scores (5.0 versus 5.9, Non-Excel Group and Excel 
Group, respectively) and thus a larger gain (5.1 and 4.2 for Non- Excel Group and Excel 
Group, respectively). 
  Gains by question were generally very high, particularly for questions involving 
calculations (Figure 6.5).  Eight out of a total of 13 questions had gains of 37-68% correct 
responses.  The largest gains were for Questions 4 (which model assumes density varies 
laterally), 7 (how does material density affect root), 8 (difference between Pratt and Airy 
models of isostasy), 9 (why does Pratt explain oceanic crust better), 10 (what is the point 
of the root), 11 (calculate hr and hm, variables used in the module which are the height of 
the root of the mountain and height of the mountain, respectively), 12 (calculate hr and 
hm), and 13 (calculate hm), all key concepts from the isostasy module.  The lowest gains 
were for questions relating to density; however, there were also high pre-scores for these 
questions as well, suggesting that students already had a good understanding of density 
before completing the isostasy module which was likely due to the knowledge gained 
from the first module.  Students in Class 2 again had higher gains for most questions, 
particularly the math concept questions, and to a lesser extent the geology concept 
questions (Figure 6.6).   Students in both the Excel Group and the Non-Excel Group had 
significant gains in questions related to math and geology concepts covered in the 
module; however, the Non-Excel Group had slightly higher gains (Figure 6.7). 
  Exit surveys (Figure 6.8) showed that students in the Excel Group believed 
themselves to now have novice to intermediate Excel skills and students in the Non-Excel 
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Group now all reported using calculators as their means of calculation.  Overall, all 
students felt they learned the geology and math concepts well and believed they could 
apply their new math skills elsewhere.  In addition, students generally felt the module 
was interesting and worth their time; however, they thought it was too long.  Students in 
both groups were not sure if the skills they had learned were valuable and neither wanted 
more modules.  As for reported levels of frustration, students in the Excel Group were 
somewhat frustrated while those in the Non-Excel Group were very frustrated. 
 In summary, the largest gains were for math concept questions.  Questions 
relating to the concept of isostasy had high gains as well; however, these gains were 
slightly lower than for the math concept questions.  Again, which class the student was in 
had a much larger effect on learning than what group the students was in, with students in 
Class 2 having the best gains overall and students in the Non-Excel Group having slightly 
higher gains than those in the Excel Group.  Questions relating to density had much lower 
gains but higher pre-scores, again suggesting that students had this knowledge before 
attempting the modules.  Overall this module did an excellent job teaching math concepts 
to the students and a good job teaching geology concept to the students, which is not so 
surprising considering that isostasy is a difficult concept for many students to master.  
Students’ attitudes toward the modules again reflected that students felt comfortable with 
the geology and math concepts they had learned in the module, which again was reflected 
in the pre- and post-scores for these concepts.  Also, frustration levels were high and 
students generally did not want to repeat their module experience; however, overall, 
students felt it was worth their time. 
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Figure 6.5.  Graph of percent correct answers for Pre- and Post-Tests by question number 
for the isostasy module.  Each line represents the change in percent correct from the Pre-
Test (beginning of line) to the Post-Test (end of line), where the length of the line 
represents the amount of gain in the percent correct.  Pratt and Airy are different models 
of isostasy used in the module, and hr and hm are variable used in the module, which 
stand for the height of the root of the mountain and height of the mountain, respectively. 
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Figure 6.6.  Graph of the difference between the percent correct answers for the Post-Test 
minus the percent correct answers for the Pre-Test versus question and categorized by 
class for the isostasy module.  Pratt and Airy are different models of isostasy used in the 
module, and hr and hm are variable used in the module, which stand for the height of the 
root of the mountain and height of the mountain, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 6.7.  Graph of the difference between the percent correct answers for the Post-Test 
minus the percent correct answers for the Pre-Test versus question and categorized by 
group for the isostasy module.  Pratt and Airy are different models of isostasy used in the 
module, and hr and hm are variable used in the module, which stand for the height of the 
root of the mountain and height of the mountain, respectively. 
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Figure 6.8.  Histograms of the results of the Exit Surveys separated by questions and 
categorized by group and class for the isostasy module.  Note the histograms are all 
plotted on the same scale. 
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6.5.  Module 3: Landslides!!  Slope Stability and the Factor of Safety 
 The final module used in this study was given only to Class 2 as it did not fit into 
the curriculum of Class 1.  The module focused on slope stability and how it is 
determined using the factor of safety.  Students were introduced to the concept of 
gravitational force acting upon a block on an inclined plane.  They were then walked 
through how the normal force and shear force related to the gravitational force.  Friction 
and cohesion were discussed and students were asked to think about what changes might 
come when wetting sand versus clay.  Students were also introduced to the concept of 
stress in the form of the equations for normal and shear stress.  Finally, the module 
explored the equation for the factor of safety and how this unitless number relates to the 
stability of a slope.  Students were then guided through the calculation of the factor of 
safety for a block on a slope under dry conditions and then under saturated conditions and 
asked to discuss what effect the saturation had on the stability of the slope.  They were 
asked to re-calculate the factor of safety after changing the angle of slope to investigate 
how stability changed with slope angle.  It was in this module that the Excel spreadsheets 
were the most useful, as the formulas for the dry versus saturated conditions were very 
close and thus easily copied from one cell to another.  However, most importantly, 
changing the angle of the slope in Excel was met with an instant change in the factor of 
safeties thus providing immediate answers, while students who were in the Non-Excel 
Group were forced to redo their calculations which was quite labor intensive and likely 
frustrating. 
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 The average grade for pre-assessment tests was 5.6 ± 2.9 (out of a 13 total points) 
and 9.5 ± 1.5 for post-assessment tests.  Students in the Non-Excel Group had larger 
gains than those in the Excel Group (4.2 versus 3.6 for the Non-Excel Group and the 
Excel Group, respectively) but lower pre-scores (5.2 versus 6.0 for the Non-Excel Group 
and the Excel Group, respectively). 
 Results of the pre-/post-tests by question (Figure 6.9) revealed that the largest 
gain overall was for Question 12 (calculation of factor of safety), while Questions 1 
(Factor of safety and stability), 2 (Force and stress), 5 (Influences on stability), 6 (How to 
increase stability), 11 (Saturated vs dry materials), and 13 (Calculation of force from 
stress) all had large to moderate gains.  Students in Group B (Figure 6.10) had slightly 
higher gains for Questions 1 (Factor of safety and stability), 3 (ID angle of slope), 4 
(cohesion for clay vs. sand), 7 (influence of increasing force on stress), 9 (is slope angle 
only factor affecting stability), and 10 (influence of increasing cohesion on stability), 
while those in Group A had higher gains on Questions 13 (calculation of force from 
stress), 5 (influences on stability), and 11 (saturated vs dry materials). 
 Results of the exit surveys (Figure 6.11) again reveal that students in the Excel 
Group generally identified their Excel level as novice to intermediate and those in the 
Non-Excel Group used calculators throughout the module.  Students in both groups were 
comfortable with the geology concepts they had learned in the module, and generally 
believe they improved their math skills; however, students in the Excel Group were split 
between believing and not believing their skills improved.  Again students in the Excel 
Group felt they could apply their math skills elsewhere, while those in the Non-Excel 
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Group were not so sure.  Overall, students felt the module was worth their time, but did 
not want to do anymore.  Students in the Non-Excel Group believed the module was 
interesting while those in the Excel Group were neutral on interest.  Generally students in 
the Excel Group thought the module was too long, while those in the Non-Excel Group 
did not think it was too long.  In addition, students in the Non-Excel Group felt the skills 
they had learned in the module would be valuable elsewhere while those in the Excel 
Group did not.  Frustration levels were high for students in the Non-Excel Group but split 
between high and low for students in the Excel Group. 
 Overall, questions relating to the factor of safety and calculations using the factor 
of safety had the largest gains.  Questions relating to how the factor of safety measures 
stability and general influences on stability had moderate to high gains.  Questions 2 
(force and stress) and 3 (ID angle of slope) had moderate to high gains; however, both 
pre- and post-test scores were low for these questions, suggesting that the module had a 
somewhat positive effect on learning for these subjects, but not nearly as high as we 
would have liked.  Students generally had small gains for questions pertaining to the 
effect of angle of slope and material on stability; however, these questions also had high 
pre-scores suggesting students already had a good understanding of these concepts before 
taking the module.  For this module there were some differences in gain by group (as 
listed above), however, it is unclear what (if any) the link is between these questions and 
which group the student was in.  As with all modules, students generally felt comfortable 
with the geology and math concepts; however, some students in the Excel Group did not 
feel their math had improved.  Students were very split on their interest in the module and 
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whether the skills they learned were valuable outside of class, with students in the Non-
Excel Group much more positive than those in the Excel Group.  Again, as with all 
previous modules students felt that the module was worth their time but did not want to 
do any more modules. 
 
 
Figure 6.9.  Graph of percent correct answers for Pre- and Post-Tests by question number 
for the landslide module.  Each line represents the change in percent correct from the Pre-
Test (beginning of line) to the Post-Test (end of line), where the length of the line 
represents the amount of gain in the percent correct. 
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Figure 6.10.  Graph of the difference between the percent correct answers for the Post-
Test minus the percent correct answers for the Pre-Test versus question and categorized 
by group for the landslide module. 
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Figure 6.11.  Histograms of the results of the Exit Surveys separated by questions and 
categorized by group and class for the landslide module.  Note the histograms are all 
plotted on the same scale. 
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6.6.  Discussion 
 This study shows that overall all students had high gains in knowledge for the 
main concepts presented in the modules, particularly math concepts (gains of 28-68 
percentage points).  The gains for the math concepts in the isostasy module were the 
highest (gains of 54-68 percentage points), while those for the density module were the 
lowest (gains of 28-35 percentage points).  This may be due in some part to the fact that 
the density module was given first and so students were getting used to how the modules 
worked or it may stem from the fact that the isostasy module built on the knowledge 
gained in the density module.   
 Students in Class 2 overall did much better on the pre- and post-tests and had the 
highest gains per question particularly when it came to the math concept questions.  This 
may be explained in a number of ways; first who taught the course may have had an 
effect (i.e., taught by the author of the modules or not).  Students in Class 2 were taught 
by the author of the modules, and those in Class 1 only met with the module author twice 
throughout the semester.  The instructor in Class 1 did not mention anything about the 
modules in class, while the instructor of Class 2 often reminded students how what they 
were learning in lecture would be looked at more deeply in the modules.  For instance, 
when discussing landslides and the angle of repose, the instructor of Class 2 informed the 
students that the module they would be working on for homework would go into much 
more detail about this subject.  In addition, as the students in Class 2 saw the author of 
the modules much more frequently than those in Class 1, the students formed a closer 
bond with the instructor and thus felt much more comfortable asking questions in class or 
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over email, while those in Class 1 mostly avoided emailing the module author despite 
being reminded often of the availability.  The closeness of the bond of the students with 
the module author was also obvious in the level of respect shown in the comments made 
on the exit survey, which contained two sections where students could voice their 
opinions of what they liked or didn’t like about the module.  Comments from students in 
Class 2 were much more respectful even when the comments were negative while 
students in Class 1 did not show the same level of respect in their comments (both 
positive and negative comments). 
 In addition, students in Class 1 completed their post-tests online immediately after 
submitting the module, while students in Class 2 completed the post-tests in class the 
next class day after the module was due.  This brings up a two-fold issue; first students in 
Class 2 had time for the material to “sink in” while those in Class 1 did not.  Second, 
students in Class 1 may not have taken the post-test as seriously because it was 
administered online.  The informality of the testing itself may have contributed to the gap 
in learning between classes.  This brings up the question, are online-administered 
assessment tests as reliable as in-class administered tests? 
 The only module where there were slight differences in learning between groups 
was the landslide module.  The Excel Group had slightly higher gains on Questions 13 
(calculation of force from stress), 5 (influences on stability), and 11 (saturated vs dry 
materials), questions dealing with calculations of force and how water affects the 
stability.  While the Non-Excel Group had slightly higher gains for Questions 1 (Factor 
of safety and stability), 3 (ID angle of slope), 4 (cohesion for clay vs sand), 7 (influence 
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of increasing force on stress), 9 (is slope angle only factor affecting stability), and 10 
(influence of increasing cohesion on stability) or questions pertaining to the slope angle, 
cohesion, and influence of force.  It is not clear why there was a difference in gains for 
these particular questions and as this was the only module in which there were noticeable 
differences in gains between groups; it may simply be a coincidence. 
 As for student attitudes towards the modules, a few things are clear, first, students 
felt comfortable with both the geology and math concepts they were learning in each 
module after completion of the module.  This is also reflected in the high gains for 
questions pertaining to the geology and math concepts.  These results are very 
encouraging as it appears that students are doing well and feeling more confident about 
the main subjects presented in the modules, despite any real or perceived difficulty.  
Another interesting result was that, overall, students in the Excel Group felt positive 
about being able to apply the math skills they had learned elsewhere.  This appears to be 
due to the use of Excel as the calculation tool.  Students in the Excel Group may have felt 
a large sense of achievement upon using Excel to complete the module due to the sharp 
learning curve.  In addition, students in the Excel Group may also have recognized the 
value of using Excel to solve equations in other classes (or aspects of life) which may 
have contributed to their more positive outlook.  Finally, although many students (in both 
groups) agreed that the modules were worth their time, they were adamant that they did 
not wish to do further modules and would not recommend the modules to other college 
classes.   
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 This study was intended to answer whether or not one reason for the dislike of the 
modules was the sharp learning curve associated with using Excel for the first time.  
However, as we have shown, the use of Excel does not appear to have any negative effect 
on learning.  Therefore, we must now consider the question that perhaps the use of these 
modules is similar to the idea that even though we know the medicine will help us get 
better, we still hate taking it?  In other words, the problem may be the result of a dislike 
of math in general and a tendency towards math avoidance among the students.  The idea 
of the resistance of students to the introduction of math into the geosciences classroom is 
not new; several studies have elaborated on the idea that geology is traditionally thought 
of as a more qualitative and less quantitative subject (Wenner et al., 2009; Wagner, 2000; 
Lutz and Srogi, 2000).  However, despite the tendency for students who sign up for 
geology courses to be shocked by and uncomfortable with any math concepts included in 
the curriculum, it is still necessary to include a quantitative component in any 
introductory geology course.  While some studies suggest a more discreet approach to 
including quantitative concepts in geosciences courses (Wagner, 2000); the use of 
spreadsheet-based modules is a more direct method that may appeal to instructors who 
wish to use a more upfront approach to including math in their courses. 
 Despite the fact that it is likely that many of the discouraging comments from 
students were made as a result of an ingrained tendency towards math avoidance there are 
still issues with the modules (unrelated to math avoidance) that were highlighted by this 
study.  Student frustration due to a lack of Excel skills would be helped by the addition of 
an Excel primer to the curriculum in classes in which these modules are used.  In 
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addition, some suggestions for future modules that came from our experience with this 
study and from the students’ comments on the exit survey are as follows: Shorten the 
modules and make them less dense; add more examples of how to use the equations 
presented; add practice problems after each section in the modules in addition to the End-
of-Module questions; add quizzes or self-correcting spreadsheets to give students 
immediate feedback.  Suggestions for future studies needed to assess the effectiveness of 
the modules are as follows: Test the modules in courses that are not taught by the author; 
test the effectiveness of assessments given online versus in class; test versions of the 
modules that have been shortened; have more examples, and have practice problems; test 
the effectiveness of all-online and interactive versions of the modules; and finally track 
student retention of the material after leaving the course.    
6.7.  Conclusions 
 In conclusion, we have shown that the modules used in this study did a good job 
of teaching the main math and geology concepts illustrated in each module, and that 
students generally felt confident in their newly obtained knowledge of these subjects.  
Also, there were very few instances where the type of tool used to perform calculations 
(e.g., Excel or calculator) had much of an effect on the level of learning, suggesting that 
despite the complaints about the steep learning curve when using Excel for the first time, 
it does not appear to affect learning.  However, our results did show that the most 
important factor for improving the depth of learning with the modules was which class 
the student was in.  This result is a bit surprising as these modules were created with the 
intent that they could be used by any instructor, but it appears that the level of learning is, 
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in some way, tied to who is teaching the class.  Whether or not this effect would remain if 
modules were used that were not written by the instructor is an imperative question that 
requires future work. Another caveat is that the modules developed for this study were on 
the challenging side as compared to other modules included in the SSAC collections, 
which may have also increased the frustration of the students.  However, it is important to 
note that despite the challenging nature of the modules, the students still had remarkable 
gains in their knowledge of the geology and (particularly) the math concepts presented in 
the module.  
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Appendix A 
 
This appendix contains the fault plane solutions from Chapter 2 calculated for both the 
background period (January 1999 to July 2004) and the early vent-clearing phase 
(September 23, 2004 to September 29, 2004). 
 
Figure A1.  Lower hemisphere projections of FPS calculated for the background period. 
All  FPS are shown with polarity data (+ compressional, o dilational) and P- and T-axes 
plotted on the focal sphere. 
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Figure A2.  Lower hemisphere projections of FPS calculated for the early vent-clearing 
phase. All  FPS are shown with polarity data (+ compressional, o dilational) and P- and 
T-axes plotted on the focal sphere.  Additional details are given in Table A1. 
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Figure A.2 continued. 
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Figure A.2 continued. 
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Table A.1.  FPFIT results for all FPS used in this study. 
Date Time Latitude Longitude Depth Mag p-axis t-axis Plane 1 Plane 2 Misfit
a 
  
(Dec 
Deg N) 
(Dec Deg 
W) 
(km) (MD) Az Pl Az Pl Strike Dip Rake Strike Dip Rake 
 
                
 
Jul 31, 1999 20:41:33.01 46.198 -122.183 0 0.6 204 57 325 19 20 35 -140 255 68 -62 0.00 
Aug 19, 1999 06:53:29.01 46.197 -122.184 0.5 1.1 186 62 319 20 20 30 -130 244 67 -70 0.00 
Aug 24, 1999 19:49:58.07 46.196 -122.185 0.6 0.5 196 57 326 23 20 30 -140 254 71 -66 0.00 
Oct 22, 1999 00:54:35.03 46.197 -122.184 1 0.8 98 63 294 26 40 20 -70 199 71 -97 0.00 
Dec 1, 1999 02:31:22.02 46.197 -122.183 0.871 0.7 86 11 354 11 40 90 165 130 75 0 0.00 
Feb 21, 2000 04:02:45.03 46.198 -122.181 0.186 0.5 92 14 358 14 45 90 160 135 70 0 0.00 
Mar 21, 2000 08:08:36.08 46.197 -122.180 0.4 1.3 93 49 346 14 115 45 -30 227 69 -131 0.00 
Jul 6, 2000 05:13:22.01 46.196 -122.184 0.839 1.2 118 63 314 26 60 20 -70 219 71 -97 0.00 
Aug 3, 2000 14:35:02.00 46.198 -122.183 0.79 0.8 90 53 352 6 115 50 -40 233 61 -132 0.00 
Aug 15, 2000 03:58:21.05 46.198 -122.180 0.13 0.5 245 7 335 7 20 80 -180 290 90 -10 0.00 
Sep 6, 2000 16:20:00.00 46.199 -122.185 0.2 1 260 19 21 57 25 35 140 150 68 62 0.00 
Oct 29, 2000 02:48:34.07 46.197 -122.183 0 0.6 269 14 7 27 45 60 170 140 81 30 0.00 
Oct 29, 2000 08:55:32.09 46.197 -122.182 0.2 0.6 36 33 292 21 70 50 -10 166 82 -140 0.00 
Oct 31, 2000 03:18:33.01 46.197 -122.182 0.089 1 93 49 346 14 115 45 -30 227 69 -131 0.00 
Nov 1, 2000 16:02:57.00 46.197 -122.185 0.081 0.7 113 65 302 25 40 20 -80 209 70 -94 0.00 
Nov 3, 2000 13:16:12.02 46.197 -122.183 0.848 0.5 79 58 173 2 110 55 -50 234 51 -133 0.00 
Nov 16, 2000 10:07:13.01 46.197 -122.183 0.877 0.7 98 49 351 14 120 45 -30 232 69 -131 0.00 
Mar 22, 2001 19:09:29.09 46.199 -122.181 0.054 0.6 87 35 353 5 124 62 -23 225 70 -150 0.00 
May 25, 2001 18:43:46.09 46.198 -122.184 0.997 0.5 87 27 349 14 125 60 -10 220 81 -150 0.00 
Jul 31, 2001 01:11:38.06 46.198 -122.181 0.715 0.5 93 17 357 17 45 90 155 135 65 0 0.09 
Aug 15, 2001 00:54:36.01 46.197 -122.181 0.05 0.6 122 55 299 35 20 10 -100 210 80 -88 0.08 
Aug 31, 2001 08:56:49.09 46.194 -122.187 0.5 1.2 125 60 305 30 35 15 -90 215 75 -90 0.00 
Sep 25, 2001 00:52:56.05 46.197 -122.184 1 1.3 105 55 285 35 15 10 -90 195 80 -90 0.00 
Sep 25, 2001 08:07:48.05 46.196 -122.185 0.9 0.5 94 57 290 32 45 15 -60 194 77 -98 0.00 
Dec 5, 2001 22:40:12.09 46.195 -122.186 0 0.6 90 7 357 21 42 81 160 135 70 10 0.00 
Jan 5, 2002 09:38:18.07 46.197 -122.189 0.999 1 135 60 315 30 45 15 -90 225 75 -90 0.00 
Jan 16, 2002 06:38:46.06 46.192 -122.189 0.4 1.1 143 65 332 25 70 20 -80 239 70 -94 0.00 
Apr 11, 2002 08:12:15.02 46.198 -122.183 0.972 0.8 188 9 49 77 105 55 100 268 36 76 0.00 
Apr 13, 2002 01:13:27.04 46.198 -122.183 0.2 0.7 89 56 336 14 100 40 -40 223 66 -123 0.00 
May 4, 2002 10:30:38.00 46.197 -122.183 0 0.6 179 42 321 42 70 90 70 340 20 180 0.00 
May 13, 2002 11:47:34.06 46.198 -122.180 0.257 1.4 199 57 320 19 15 35 -1470 250 68 -62 0.00 
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May 22, 2002 19:13:33.04 46.197 -122.195 0.9 1.9 43 7 307 44 95 55 30 347 66 141 0.00 
Aug 26, 2002 22:35:22.04 46.196 -122.184 0.407 1.2 91 64 303 22 55 25 -60 203 69 -103 0.00 
Nov 5, 2002 07:09:25.04 46.195 -122.189 0.3 -0.9 219 62 322 7 25 45 -130 255 57 -57 0.00 
Feb 28, 2003 16:47:26.08 46.197 -122.183 1.802 0.6 160 74 291 11 10 35 -110 214 57 -77 0.09 
Jun 10, 2003 02:02:55.10 46.197 -122.182 0.054 0.9 161 55 309 31 0 20 -140 232 77 -74 0.00 
Jul 20, 2003 10:46:47.07 46.195 -122.189 0.407 1.4 221 28 312 1 0 70 -160 263 71 -21 0.00 
Aug 28, 2003 05:41:23.07 46.197 -122.184 0.998 0.6 130 53 286 34 335 15 -140 206 80 -78 0.00 
Sep 4, 2003 08:46:17.04 46.196 -122.185 0.959 0.9 121 60 307 30 45 15 -80 215 75 -93 0.00 
Sep 12, 2003 22:57:58.04 46.196 -122.185 0.996 1 105 55 285 35 15 10 -90 195 80 -90 0.00 
Nov 10, 2003 10:44:18.04 46.196 -122.187 0.933 0.7 161 18 67 10 295 85 -160 203 70 -5 0.00 
Nov 15, 2003 10:39:28.08 46.197 -122.184 0.993 1.3 210 4 300 4 75 90 5 345 85 180 0.00 
Mar 30, 2004 10:19:39.00 46.199 -122.182 0.939 0.7 243 5 337 35 14 62 157 115 70 30 0.00 
May 28, 2004 11:57:36.02 46.195 -122.182 0.541 0.5 173 67 312 18 110 80 -20 204 70 -169 0.10 
Jul 13, 2004 17:39:19.03 46.198 -122.185 0.99 0.5 113 65 302 25 40 20 -80 209 70 -94 0.00 
Jul 29, 2004 16:24:18.01 46.195 -122.185 0.923 0.5 139 60 313 30 35 15 -100 225 75 -87 0.00 
Sep 23, 2004 13:48:49.02 46.198 -122.186 0.23 0.4 338 51 118 32 45 80 -70 161 22 -153 0.00 
Sep 23, 2004 15:05:30.07 46.198 -122.186 0.12 0 257 81 137 5 40 50 -100 235 41 -78 0.00 
Sep 23, 2004 15:06:09.00 46.199 -122.184 0.54 0.7 252 55 152 7 35 60 -130 274 48 -42 0.00 
Sep 23, 2004 19:19:34.05 46.198 -122.184 0.185 0.4 43 55 143 7 80 60 -50 201 48 -138 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 06:11:41.06 46.198 -122.184 0.02 0.8 295 37 128 52 350 10 50 210 82 96 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 06:15:01.06 46.197 -122.187 0.471 0.8 261 34 357 8 45 60 -160 305 73 -32 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 06:43:32.09 46.200 -122.185 0.41 0.1 295 33 169 42 329 30 10 230 85 120 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 06:51:22.01 46.198 -122.184 0.031 2 9 14 107 27 240 81 30 145 60 170 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 07:05:49.09 46.198 -122.184 0.052 0.3 330 30 220 30 275 90 135 5 45 0 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 09:16:52.06 46.199 -122.185 0.495 1.6 281 29 130 58 340 20 50 202 75 103 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 09:42:16.10 46.200 -122.184 0.139 0.9 162 2 256 58 45 55 50 281 51 133 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 11:59:50.04 46.198 -122.184 0.01 1.3 313 38 170 45 340 20 10 241 887 110 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 16:42:33.06 46.198 -122.185 0.124 0.4 257 27 3 27 40 50 -180 310 90 -40 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 17:54:14.04 46.199 -122.187 0.454 0.4 325 51 119 36 41 83 -77 160 15 -150 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 18:01:59.01 46.196 -122.188 0.45 0.5 105 17 7 24 55 85 150 148 60 6 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 18:08:00.09 46.199 -122.185 0.208 -0.1 326 16 70 40 100 50 160 203 75 42 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 18:15:53.05 46.198 -122.186 0.144 0.7 71 33 327 21 105 50 -10 201 82 -140 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 18:32:24.04 46.198 -122.185 0.058 0.9 97 25 268 65 4 70 86 195 20 100 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 18:55:50.01 46.198 -122.185 0.446 0 295 33 169 42 329 30 10 230 85 120 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 20:16:52.04 46.199 -122.186 0.35 0.6 311 0 41 14 85 80 170 177 80 10 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 22:00:28.01 46.197 -122.187 0.057 0.2 333 48 198 33 88 82 -114 340 25 -20 0.00 
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Sep 24, 2004 22:02:21.07 46.198 -122.186 0.141 0.5 137 5 257 81 40 50 80 235 41 102 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 22:11:48.04 46.198 -122.184 0.007 1.1 89 30 348 18 125 55 -10 221 82 -145 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 22:43:20.08 46.198 -122.187 0.239 0.9 250 0 160 0 25 90 -180 295 90 0 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 22:56:36.02 46.200 -122.187 0.673 0.5 33 6 295 53 90 50 40 332 61 132 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 22:57:07.04 46.199 -122.187 0.36 1.3 174 6 72 65 105 55 120 240 45 54 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 22:57:21.04 46.199 -122.186 0.336 0.5 358 1 89 28 130 70 160 227 71 21 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 23:20:43.03 46.200 -122.187 0.522 0.5 210 40 30 50 300 5 90 120 85 90 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 23:29:33.08 46.198 -122.185 0.285 1.2 286 31 74 55 55 20 140 183 77 74 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 23:57:53.02 46.197 -122.184 0.008 1.4 319 14 206 56 15 40 40 252 66 123 0.00 
Sep 24, 2004 23:58:05.08 46.199 -122.184 0.356 0.3 287 14 193 14 60 90 -160 330 70 0 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 00:11:19.07 46.199 -122.187 0.66 0.5 170 45 313 38 340 20 -170 241 87 -70 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 00:16:13.09 46.199 -122.186 0.382 0.5 163 5 43 81 80 50 100 245 41 78 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 00:53:44.08 46.199 -122.186 0.39 0.8 20 30 130 30 255 90 45 165 45 180 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 00:54:04.03 46.198 -122.185 0.22 0.7 49 9 162 69 303 56 67 160 40 120 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 01:06:25.03 46.198 -122.186 0.165 1.1 327 25 138 65 65 20 100 234 70 86 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 01:10:01.10 46.202 -122.182 0.056 0.2 98 5 191 31 329 72 26 230 65 160 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 01:10:30.03 46.198 -122.187 0.106 0.8 97 5 3 35 45 70 150 146 62 23 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 01:49:19.09 46.198 -122.187 0.06 0.1 59 21 321 21 100 60 0 10 90 150 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 01:51:58.08 46.199 -122.185 0.37 0.7 334 46 193 37 85 85 -110 342 21 -14 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 02:22:53.01 46.198 -122.184 0.3 0.2 256 58 162 2 45 55 -130 281 51 -47 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 02:53:06.10 46.199 -122.186 0.31 0.9 279 41 80 48 70 10 160 180 87 81 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 03:23:08.00 46.199 -122.184 0.015 0.9 77 18 336 30 24 82 145 120 55 10 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 03:37:08.09 46.199 -122.184 0.05 0.7 89 30 348 18 125 55 -10 221 -82 -145 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 03:40:42.03 46.199 -122.190 0.063 0.3 24 36 194 53 290 81 85 140 10 120 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 03:42:47.02 46.198 -122.186 0.214 0 353 8 89 34 125 60 160 225 75 32 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 03:57:36.02 46.198 -122.185 0.24 0.3 92 15 343 49 30 70 130 142 44 30 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 04:12:45.07 46.198 -122.187 0.307 1.6 285 0 195 0 60 90 -180 330 90 0 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 04:15:22.09 46.198 -122.186 0.29 1.2 353 8 89 34 125 60 160 225 73 32 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 04:20:16.00 46.195 -122.185 0.53 1.5 100 36 316 48 140 30 30 23 76 117 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 04:41:01.01 46.199 -122.185 0.083 0.6 356 4 87 18 223 80 15 130 75 170 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 04:43:05.01 46.197 -122.188 0.487 0.4 251 14 161 0 295 80 -10 27 80 -170 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 04:43:19.09 46.198 -122.186 0.139 0.2 245 0 155 0 20 90 -180 290 90 0 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 04:47:40.06 46.198 -122.184 0.299 0.1 323 15 124 74 60 30 100 228 61 84 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 04:52:01.01 46.198 -122.187 0.253 1.2 347 47 115 29 48 80 -62 155 30 -160 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 04:57:35.07 46.199 -122.184 0.257 0.9 337 30 151 60 75 15 100 245 75 87 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 05:04:59.01 46.199 -122.185 0.381 1.2 288 27 132 61 355 20 60 207 73 100 0.00 
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Sep 25, 2004 05:41:11.07 46.198 -122.185 0.386 1.2 291 34 135 53 340 15 40 211 80 102 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 05:53:18.03 46.198 -122.185 0.322 1.1 312 20 120 69 50 25 100 219 65 85 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 06:05:39.09 46.199 -122.186 0.329 0.2 20 19 124 35 157 51 167 255 80 40 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 06:12:27.08 46.198 -122.185 0.243 1.2 274 41 75 48 65 10 160 175 87 81 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 06:19:19.02 46.198 -122.185 0.49 1 28 27 167 56 282 74 70 155 25 140 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 06:40:53.02 46.200 -122.188 0.609 -0.5 54 2 317 76 337 48 109 130 45 70 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 07:19:33.09 46.199 -122.187 0.361 0.2 224 8 339 72 332 40 116 125 55 703 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 07:24:50.02 46.192 -122.195 0.72 1 172 2 80 48 115 60 140 228 56 37 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 07:34:58.06 46.198 -122.193 0.09 -0.5 224 33 328 21 274 82 -40 10 50 -170 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 07:39:30.06 46.198 -122.186 0.434 1.6 286 31 74 55 55 20 140 183 77 74 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 07:53:52.07 46.198 -122.186 0.242 1 156 42 14 42 85 90 110 175 20 0 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 07:56:52.10 46.198 -122.184 0.07 2.1 291 34 135 53 340 15 40 211 80 102 0.09 
Sep 25, 2004 08:47:04.09 46.199 -122.186 0.41 1.3 324 14 62 27 100 60 170 195 81 30 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 09:16:15.02 46.198 -122.187 0.223 0.1 3 10 269 18 47 70 5 315 85 160 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 09:21:51.06 46.200 -122.190 0.426 0.6 300 46 130 44 35 89 -95 295 5 -10 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 09:27:14.07 46.198 -122.185 0.1 0.9 226 23 331 31 100 85 40 6 50 173 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 09:45:02.06 46.198 -122.185 0.196 0.6 15 29 152 52 150 25 150 268 78 68 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 09:57:59.00 46.200 -122.186 0.54 0.6 70 15 250 75 340 60 90 160 30 90 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 10:47:23.03 46.198 -122.185 0.025 0.1 224 52 353 26 40 30 -150 283 76 -63 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 10:54:04.09 46.197 -122.187 0.592 -0.8 339 46 198 37 90 85 -110 347 21 -14 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 12:18:36.04 46.201 -122.185 0.382 -0.8 8 14 102 14 145 70 180 235 90 20 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 12:23:03.08 46.197 -122.190 0.006 -0.8 125 40 305 50 35 85 90 215 5 90 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 12:23:09.02 46.199 -122.186 0.272 0.6 287 14 193 14 60 90 -160 330 70 0 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 12:53:59.02 46.199 -122.192 0.121 -0.8 195 36 330 44 84 86 65 345 25 170 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 12:58:48.05 46.196 -122.185 0.005 0.5 304 23 58 44 80 40 160 186 77 52 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 13:47:52.04 46.198 -122.186 0.283 1.1 285 48 86 41 115 10 -160 5 87 -81 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 13:52:22.00 46.200 -122.182 0.05 1 169 42 295 33 329 30 -170 230 85 -60 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 14:20:03.03 46.199 -122.185 0.11 0.5 223 5 103 81 305 41 78 140 50 100 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 16:00:23.05 46.200 -122.186 0.55 -0.1 269 10 159 62 331 41 49 200 60 120 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 16:39:33.09 46.200 -122.185 1 0.9 232 24 76 64 303 22 64 150 70 100 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 17:39:08.02 46.199 -122.189 0.239 -0.1 205 35 25 55 295 10 90 115 80 90 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 17:41:17.05 46.199 -122.185 0.05 1 12 27 233 56 298 74 110 65 25 40 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 19:08:14.00 46.197 -122.185 0.12 1.3 286 26 122 63 0 20 70 201 71 97 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 19:58:31.00 46.199 -122.187 0.07 -0.8 112 24 210 17 160 85 -30 253 60 -174 0.00 
Sep 25, 2004 20:51:10.02 46.200 -122.188 0.657 0.2 307 55 187 19 314 36 -36 75 70 -120 0.00 
Sep 26, 2004 14:29:41.01 46.196 -122.188 0.4 1.4 321 4 221 69 30 45 60 249 52 117 0.00 
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Sep 26, 2004 15:17:24.00 46.196 -122.186 0.293 0.8 320 19 69 42 95 45 160 199 76 47 0.00 
Sep 26, 2004 17:50:39.03 46.196 -122.185 0.241 1.9 301 20 74 62 60 30 130 196 67 70 0.00 
Sep 26, 2004 19:11:55.05 46.197 -122.188 0.207 0.4 23 15 184 74 120 30 100 288 61 84 0.00 
Sep 27, 2004 00:30:33.00 46.198 -122.186 0.479 0.6 86 24 344 24 35 90 145 125 55 0 0.00 
Sep 27, 2004 00:40:57.04 46.199 -122.190 0.452 1 291 0 21 14 60 75 150 158 61 17 0.00 
Sep 27, 2004 00:53:08.09 46.198 -122.185 0.3 1.1 69 2 332 76 352 48 109 145 45 70 0.00 
Sep 27, 2004 01:22:29.05 46.199 -122.188 0.699 0.7 97 15 348 49 35 75 130 142 42 23 0.00 
Sep 28, 2004 01:45:20.07 46.197 -122.185 0.121 1 130 48 329 41 120 10 -20 230 87 -99 0.00 
Sep 28, 2004 16:40:47.00 46.197 -122.186 0.217 2 273 9 9 32 47 61 163 145 75 30 0.00 
Sep 28, 2004 17:00:12.09 46.197 -122.184 0.009 1 242 44 338 7 30 55 -150 282 66 -39 0.00 
Sep 28, 2004 17:44:51.00 46.198 -122.188 0.3 1.6 307 33 180 42 340 30 10 241 85 120 0.00 
Sep 28, 2004 18:15:50.07 46.200 -122.188 0.627 1.2 273 42 173 11 50 70 -140 304 53 -25 0.00 
Sep 28, 2004 18:37:30.01 46.198 -122.186 0.157 1.6 360 44 160 44 80 90 -80 170 10 -180 0.00 
Sep 28, 2004 19:56:12.04 46.198 -122.186 0.528 1.9 167 67 28 18 140 30 -60 286 64 -106 0.12 
Sep 28, 2004 20:06:55.08 46.197 -122.186 0.056 1.4 105 7 195 7 330 90 10 240 80 180 0.00 
Sep 28, 2004 20:26:37.07 46.200 -122.188 0.679 0.8 29 36 235 51 311 83 103 70 15 30 0.00 
Sep 28, 2004 21:50:38.09 46.199 -122.188 0.5 1.6 49 31 154 23 100 85 -40 194 50 -173 0.00 
Sep 28, 2004 23:26:42.02 46.199 -122.187 0.592 1.2 358 33 112 33 55 90 -50 145 40 -180 0.00 
Sep 29, 2004 01:03:03.09 46-197 -122.185 0.221 1.7 278 18 19 30 55 55 170 151 82 35 0.00 
Sep 29, 2004 02:14:14.01 46.194 -122.187 0 2 281 21 19 21 60 60 -180 330 90 -30 0.00 
Sep 29, 2004 03:42:38.08 46.195 -122.185 0 1.6 278 1 9 38 46 63 152 150 65 30 0.00 
Sep 29, 2004 03:55:10.09 46.194 -122.188 0 1.8 273 42 173 11 50 70 -140 304 53 -25 0.00 
Sep 29, 2004 05:04:17.04 46.195 -122.184 0 1.9 278 6 15 45 45 54 149 155 65 40 0.00 
Sep 29, 2004 05:43:55.06 46.197 -122.185 0.222 1.4 290 21 197 7 65 80 -160 331 70 -11 0.00 
Sep 29, 2004 08:42:25.01 46.199 -122.188 0.5 1 272 18 133 67 340 30 60 194 64 106 0.00 
Sep 29, 2004 09:23:28.04 46.200 -122.187 0.7 1.4 42 27 198 61 303 73 80 155 20 120 0.00 
Sep 29, 2004 10:05:29.03 46.197 -122.184 0.235 1.2 287 14 193 14 60 90 -160 330 70 0 0.00 
Sep 29, 2004 11:21:45.08 46.197 -122.186 0.254 1.4 103 21 359 33 49 82 140 145 50 10 0.00 
Sep 29, 2004 12:09:10.10 46.195 -122.186 0.1 1.6 130 22 266 60 25 70 70 252 28 133 0.00 
Sep 29, 2004 12:26:01.04 46.194 -122.185 0.049 0.5 132 33 357 48 62 82 114 170 25 20 0.00 
Sep 29, 2004 13:40:38.09 46.198 -122.186 0.141 2.2 153 61 357 27 110 20 -60 258 73 -100 0.00 
Sep 29, 2004 17:11:47.10 46.196 -122.187 0.008 1.9 350 45 170 45 80 90 90 305 0 135 0.00 
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Appendix B 
This appendix contains the fault-plane solutions from Chapter 3 calculated for Period I 
(1981-1986), Period II (1987-1997), Period III (1998-2004), and Period V (2008-2010).  
Fault-plane solutions for events in Period IV (2004-2008) are included in Lehto et al. 
(2010). 
 
Figure B.1.  Lower hemisphere projections of FPS calculated for Period I (1981-1986).  
All FPS are shown with polarity data (+ compressional, o dilational) and P- and T-axes 
plotted on the focal sphere. 
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Figure B.1. continued. 
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Figure B.1. continued. 
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Figure B.2.  Lower hemisphere projections of FPS calculated for Period II (1987-1997).  
All FPS are shown with polarity data (+ compressional, o dilational) and P- and T-axes 
plotted on the focal sphere. 
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Figure B.2. continued. 
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Figure B.2. continued. 
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Figure B.3.  Lower hemisphere projections of FPS calculated for Period III (1998-2004).  
All FPS are shown with polarity data (+ compressional, o dilational) and P- and T-axes 
plotted on the focal sphere. 
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Figure B.3. continued. 
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Figure B.3. continued. 
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Figure B.3. continued. 
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Figure B.4.  Lower hemisphere projections of FPS calculated for Period V (2008-2010).  
All FPS are shown with polarity data (+ compressional, o dilational) and P- and T-axes 
plotted on the focal sphere. 
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Appendix C 
 
This appendix contains supplemental materials from Chapter 6. 
 
Appendix C.I.  Pre-/Post-Assessment Tests 
 
Density module assessment test questions (Cronbach alpha = 0.760) 
1) Which material has the highest density? 
A) Oak 
B) Air 
C) Steel 
D) Liquid mercury 
 
2) What is the formula for calculating density? 
A) ρ = m * V 
B) ρ = m / V 
C) ρ = m * g 
D) ρ = m2/V 
 
3) What is the formula for calculating the volume of spherical shells 
A) Vshell = [4π (3r2 - 3r1)]/3 
B) Vshell = (4/3) π (r2 - r1)
3
 
C) Vshell =(4/3)  π (r
3
2 - r
3
1) 
 
4) What is the largest layer of the Earth volumetrically? 
 
5) Fill in the blank with the names of the layers of the Earth as shown in the diagram 
below. 
A) Layer A - ______________ 
B) Layer B - ______________ 
C) Layer C - ______________ 
D) Layer D - ______________  
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6) How does the density of the mantle compare to the density of the crust? 
A) The mantle has a higher density than the crust. 
B) The mantle has a lower density than the crust. 
C) The mantle has the exact same density as the crust. 
 
7) What is the densest layer of the Earth? 
A) Crust 
B) Mantle 
C) Outer Core 
D) Inner Core 
E) None of the above, they are all the same density 
 
8) Explain what density has to do with the packing of atoms in a material. 
 
9) The density of a granite rock on Earth is 2.5 g/cm3.  How would the density 
change if that rock were on the Moon? 
A) The density would increase. 
B) The density would decrease. 
C) The density would remain exactly the same. 
D) The rock would not have a density at all. 
 
10) The average density of the Earth is 5.5 g/cm3, but the average density of the rocks 
that make up the crust is 2.5 g/cm
3
, what makes the average density of the Earth 
so much higher?  
 
11) Explain how and why the densities of the different layers change as you go from 
the crust down to the center of the Earth. 
 
12) If the Earth were composed only of two layers, the outer layer 3000 km thick, and 
the inner layer 4000 km thick calculate the volume of material in each layer. 
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13) Now imagine that each layer contains 50% of the entire mass of the Earth, what 
would the densities of the two layers be in kg/km
3 
given that the mass of the 
whole Earth is 5.95 x 10
24
 kg? 
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Isostasy module assessment test questions (Cronbach alpha = 0.903) 
Equations Example Diagram 
Single layer block 
hr = (ρb * h) / ρf  
hm = h – [(ρb * h) / ρf]  
 
Stratified block 
hr = [(ρ1 * h1) + (ρ2 * h2)] / ρf  
hm = (h1 + h2) – [(ρ1 * h1) + (ρ2 * h2)] / 
ρf 
 
Airy model  
hm = hr [(ρm - ρc) / ρc]  
hr = (ρc * hm) / (ρm - ρc)  
 
Pratt model 
hm = hc [(ρB – ρA) / ρA]  
hc = hm [ρA / (ρB – ρA)]  
 
 
1) An ice cube that floats in water has _________ the water it is floating in? 
A) a higher density than 
B) a lower density than 
C) the same density as 
 
2) The balance between the weight of a mountain range and the buoyancy provided 
by the underlying mantle is called _____. 
 
3) Which of the forces shown in the diagram is the buoyant force? 
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A) Upward directed force 
B) Downward directed force 
C) Neither 
D) Both 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4) Which model of isostasy assumes that the density of the crust varies laterally? 
A) Pratt 
B) Airy 
C) Buoyancy 
D) None of the above 
 
5) In reference to your answer for question 2, what does this mean for the density of 
the mountains compared to that of the mantle? 
 
6) I have two blocks, Block A has a higher density than Block B, but both have a 
lower density than the fluid they are immersed in.  Which block will float higher 
in the fluid? 
A) Block A 
B) Block B 
C) Both will float at the same height above the fluid surface 
 
7) How does the density of the material (NOT the fluid) affect the value hr (thickness 
of root)?   
 
8) What are the differences between the Airy and Pratt models of isostasy? 
 
9) Why does the Pratt model better describe the situation of the oceanic lithosphere 
than the Airy model does? 
 
10) The Airy model contains a crustal root at the bottom of the mountain range, what 
is the purpose of this? 
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11) I have a block of pumice that is 5 cm in height floating in vegetable oil.  The 
pumice has density 0.64 g/cm
3
, the oil has density 0.92 g/cm
3
.  Calculate hr and 
hm in cm. 
 
12) What if the block is made of birch and pumice, the pumice is 7 cm thick and birch 
is 3 cm thick with a density of 0.35 g/cm
3
.  Re-calculate hr and hm for these 
circumstances. 
 
13) In the Bulls Mountain Range the rocks have an average density of 2.9 x1012 
kg/km
3
 and the mantle beneath them is 3.3 x10
12
 kg/km
3
.  If the Bulls Mountains 
have a root that is 20 km deep how high are they? 
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Landslide module assessment test questions (Cronbach alpha =0.846) 
Equations    
  
Variables 
fg = m * g fg = force of gravity 
fs = fg * sin(θ) fs = shear force 
fn = fg * cos (θ) fn = normal force 
Degrees = radians x (180 / π)  F = factor of safety 
ρ = m/V θ = angle of slope 
F = {C +[σ * tan(φ)]}/ τ m = mass 
 g = gravitational constant (9.8 m/s
2
) 
 ρ = density 
 V = volume 
 C = cohesion 
 σ = normal stress 
 τ = shear stress 
 φ = friction angle 
 
1) The factor of safety is a way to evaluate the ___________ of a slope? 
 
2) How are force and stress related? 
 
3) Which is the angle of the slope on the diagram below? 
A) 1 
B) 2 
C) 3 
D) 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4) How does cohesion change for a sand versus a clay? 
A) Cohesion is higher for a sand. 
B) Cohesion is higher for a clay. 
C) Cohesion of sand and clay are the same. 
D) Neither has a cohesion. 
 
5) What factors influence the stability of a slope? 
 
6) What are some easy ways to increase the stability of a slope? 
 
1 
2 3 
4 
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7) Imagine that I increase the amount of force on a 10x10 m square tile, how will 
this affect the stress? 
A) Increase. 
B) Decrease. 
C) Remain the same. 
 
8) What will happen to the stability of a slope if I increase the angle of the slope?   
A) Decrease. 
B) Increase. 
C) Remain the same. 
D) The slope will no longer be stable. 
 
9) Does the angle of the slope have to change for the slope to become unstable? 
A) Yes. 
B) No. 
C) It is impossible to know. 
 
10) What will happen to the stability of the slope if I increase the cohesion of the 
materials? 
A) The stability of the slope will decrease. 
B) The stability of the slope will increase. 
C) The stability of the slope will remain the same. 
D) The slope will no longer be stable. 
 
11) Everything else being equal, will a slope made of saturated sand be more stable 
than one made of dry sand? 
A) Yes. 
B) No. 
C) They have the same stability. 
 
12) Given the following table of information calculate the factor of safety and 
determine if the slope is stable or unstable. 
Mass (kg) 7.13E+16 
area (m
2
) 1800 
Force of Gravity (N) 1.46E+09 
Normal Force (N) 1.32E+09 
Shear Force (N) 6.16E+08 
Normal Stress (N/m
2
) 7.33E+05 
Shear Stress  (N/m
2
) 3.42E+05 
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g (m/s
2
) 9.81 
Angle of slope (Degrees) 25 
Angle of slope (Radians) 0.43 
Dry Cohesion (N/m
2
) - Silt 6.70E+04 
Friction Angle (Degrees) -
Silt 24 
Friction Angle (Radians) - 
Silt 0.42 
 
13) If I have a stress of 1.20 x 105 N/m2 applied to an area of 20 m2, what is the force? 
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Appendix C.II.  Exit Surveys 
 
Exit Survey questions – Excel modules 
Likert Scale Questions 
1) I can comfortably enter a formula into a spreadsheet. 
2) This module made me more comfortable with spreadsheets. 
3) This module improved my Excel skills. 
4) This module improved my math skills. 
5) This module improved my understanding of (density/landslides/isostasy). 
6) This module was interesting. 
7) I would recommend this module in college-level courses. 
8) This module was too difficult. 
9) The module was too long. 
10) My frustration level was high while working on this module. 
11) I could apply the math skills I used here to other problems. 
12) This module increased my comfort with geology concepts. 
13) I practiced some skills that will be valuable in other areas of my life. 
14) I think this module was worth my time and effort. 
15) I would like to use modules like this more in the future. 
Open Answer Questions 
1) What was your Excel level before completing this module? 
2) What issues did you experience while completing this module? 
3) What did you enjoy/like about this module? 
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Exit Survey questions – Non-Excel modules 
Likert Scale Questions 
1) I can comfortably calculate an answer using an equation. 
2) This module improved my math skills. 
3) This module improved my understanding of (density/landslides/isostasy). 
4) This module was interesting. 
5) I would recommend this module in college-level courses. 
6) This module was too difficult. 
7) The module was too long. 
8) My frustration level was high while working on this module. 
9) I could apply the math skills I used here to other problems. 
10) This module increased my comfort with geology concepts. 
11) I practiced some skills that will be valuable in other areas of my life. 
12) I think this module was worth my time and effort. 
13) I would like to use modules like this more in the future. 
Open Answer Questions 
1) What method did you use to calculate your answers? (e.g., calculator, etc.) 
2) What issues did you experience while completing this module? 
3) What did you enjoy/like about this module? 
 
 
